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Abstract

Our hearing system helps us in forming a spatial impression of our surrounding, especially for sound sources that lie outside our visual field. We notice birds chirping in a tree, hear an airplane in the sky or a distant train passing by. The localization of sound sources is an intuitive concept to us, but have we ever thought about how large a sound source appears to us? We are indeed capable of associating a particular size with an acoustical object. Imagine an orchestra that is playing in a concert hall. The orchestra appears with a certain acoustical size, sometimes even larger than the orchestra's visual dimensions. This sensation is referred to as apparent source width. It is caused by room reflections and one can say that more reflections generate a larger apparent source width.

The apparent source width is an important perception in several aspects. It contributes to the perceived quality of concert halls where a large apparent source width is desired. In modern sound reproduction systems, it is attempted to reproduce a natural or convincing perception of apparent source width. Furthermore, apparent source width perception might also reflect a listener's ability to segregate sound sources in a way that large appearing sources might be more difficult to segregate. In analogy to the visual system, the auditory system might operate like an acoustical lens whose performance can be characterized by measurements of the apparent source width.

In this thesis, measurements of apparent source width perception are presented where the influence of various physical parameters was systematically tested. These parameters comprise, for example, the similarity between the two ear signals which is low in reverberant and high in dry listening conditions. Also effects of the frequency content and level of the presented sounds on apparent source width were investigated. Furthermore, the discrepancies in apparent source width perception in hearing-impaired compared to normal-hearing listeners were examined including the impact of hearing-aid signal processing. Finally, an auditory model was developed that predicts apparent source width in the presented measurement conditions. An effort was made to clarify the contribution of the various physical cues to apparent source width perception. The results might be helpful for the design and evaluation of acoustical spaces, sound reproduction systems and personal hearing devices such as hearing aids.

Den oplevede kilde bredde er en vigtig opfattelse set fra forskellige synspunkter. Den bidrager til den oplevede kvalitet af koncerthuse, hvor en stor oplevet kilde bredde er ønskelig. I højtaler systemer er det målet at gengive en naturlige og overbevisende oplevet kilde bredde. Den oplevede kilde bredde giver desuden oplysninger om, hvor god en person er til at afskille flere lydkilder fra hinanden. Eksempelvis kan det være mere krævende at afskille stort opfattede lydkilder fra hinanden. I analogi til det visuelle system, kan det tænkes at det auditoriske system fungerer som en akustisk linse, hvis egenskaber kan karakteriseres med målinger af den oplevede kilde bredde.
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Modern audio reproduction systems cover a wide range of applications, such as entertainment and teleconferencing systems, virtual sound environments, as well as personal hearing devices, like headphones and hearing instruments. In many applications, there is a desire to correctly or plausibly reproduce a complex acoustic scene, which is, however, challenging to accomplish. Since human listeners are always the users of such systems, perceptual aspects of reproduced sound are essential to consider (Spors et al., 2013). This concerns, e.g., the perceived angle and distance of sound sources but also how the listener perceives the surrounding acoustical space. A room can be perceived as small and dry or as spacious and reverberant. A singer in a dry room is perceived as a point-like source whereas in a large room the voice might appear spatially expanded. The apparent source width (ASW) conveys this perception of the sound source's size in the horizontal dimension (Blauert, 1997).

This project investigates the manifold and diverse aspects of ASW perception. This involves considerations of the listening environment, sound perception by the listener as well as hearing devices that interact between the listener and the listening environment. A concert situation is an illustrative example of these three components. The ASW has been widely used as a quality measure in room acoustics (e.g. Ando, 2007). A concert hall is considered to have high acoustic quality when the playing orchestra appears spatially enlarged. In recordings and sound mixes of such an acoustic scene, sound engineers attempt to capture a natural representation of the orchestra's ASW. Furthermore, ASW provides information about the listener's hearing abilities. The individual instruments of the orchestra may be perceived as focussed by one listener, whereas another listener perceives them as spatially blurred. Similarly to the visual system, the auditory system might operate like an acoustical lens whose performance can be characterized by measurements of the ASW. Hence, the sensation of ASW may be
related to the listener’s ability to discriminate multiple sound sources (Whitmer et al., 2012). Hearing-impaired listeners may have a distorted perception of the concert compared to normal-hearing listeners or experience difficulties, for example, in following a conversation in a crowded reception after the concert (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992). A perceptual characterization of ASW might, therefore, provide useful information regarding deficits in the listener’s spatial hearing abilities. The information about such hearing deficits might be valuable in the fitting procedure of a hearing aid to a hearing-impaired listener. Ideally, the hearing aid should provide the listener with a natural perception of the acoustical environment such that a concert situation as illustrated here remains enjoyable.

The aim of this thesis was to characterize ASW perception. Several studies have investigated ASW perception either in concert halls (e.g. de Villiers Keet, 1968; Okano et al., 1998; Bradley, 2011), in loudspeaker systems (e.g. Plenge, 1972; Morimoto et al., 1995; Griesnger, 1999; Santala and Pulkki, 2011; Zotter and Frank, 2013) or in headphone presentations (e.g. Chernyak and Dubrovsky, 1968; Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a; Mason et al., 2005a). Listening in concert halls represents a natural listening situation. Room reflections as well as reflections from head- and torso are present leading to fluctuations of binaural cues which are important to consider for ASW perception (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b). Furthermore, in the case of several concurrent sound sources, the sound of each sound source reaches both ears of the listener, leading to cross-talk. A high degree of realism is challenging to accomplish in headphone presentations which requires binaural simulations including tracking of the listener’s head-movements. If binaural simulations are not employed, headphone presentations provide good experimental control, but the signals at the ears of the listener are separated and therefore deviate from natural listening situations. Recent studies have considered the dynamic behavior of binaural cues and their impact on spatial perception (e.g. Catic et al., 2013). However, the role of cross-talk and of dynamic fluctuations of binaural cues on ASW are not fully understood.

In the current thesis, the focus was on loudspeaker-based listening experiments. Specifically, stereo setups were used to elicit a wide range of ASW. This allowed for an easy placement of sound sources in a room reflecting an everyday listening situation. Furthermore, the loudspeaker setup also provided a simple test
environment for evaluating the influence of hearing aids which is not feasible with headphone-based presentation. This work investigated the physical cues that are available to a listener in such listening conditions and related them to the listener’s perception of ASW. In particular, the influence of cross-talk, the temporal fluctuations of the binaural signals, as well as monaural measures like frequency content and sound pressure level of the presented sound sources were studied.

In comparison to normal-hearing listeners, spatial perception has been found to be distorted in hearing-impaired listeners (e.g. Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Boyd et al., 2012; Whitmer et al., 2012; Cubick et al., 2014). Therefore, this work addressed deficits regarding ASW perception in the impaired auditory system. In this context, binaural listening is another important factor in aided listening. Many studies have investigated speech perception and localization performance when wearing hearing aids (e.g. Dillon, 2001), but other spatial attributes, such as ASW, have received less attention. Therefore, this thesis investigated the influence of hearing-aid processing on the perception of ASW in both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners.

The prediction of ASW perception could be useful in the development process and evaluation of hearing devices, as well as in the context of room acoustics and loudspeaker systems in general. A reliable prediction might help to avoid otherwise time consuming listening tests. This requires, however, a thorough understanding of how listeners perceive the ASW of sound sources. Practical measures, such as the interaural coherence, describing the similarity between the two ear signals, have been suggested as predictor of ASW, but lack generalizability across various listening conditions (Bradley, 2011). In the present thesis, a binaural auditory model was used to analyze the role of the investigated physical cues in ASW perception in more detail. This allowed also for predictions of ASW perception in aided compared to unaided conditions.

Chapter 2 of this thesis comprises a summary of human spatial hearing with a specific focus on ASW perception. The binaural cues, interaural time and level differences, are introduced as important localization cues (Plack, 2005), and their dynamic variations in rooms are considered. The interaural coherence is introduced as a measure of the similarity between the two ear signals (Bernstein et al., 1999). A summary of auditory mechanisms encountered when
listening in rooms, e.g. the precedence effect (Blauert and Braasch, 2005), is provided. Relevant perceptual attributes, such as spaciousness (Bradley, 2011), listeners envelopment (Morimoto et al., 2007), distance perception (Zahorik et al., 2005) and externalization (Hartmann and Wittenberg, 1996) are described. Physical and perceptually-based sound reproduction methods are presented (Spors et al., 2013), with a focus on stereophonic loudspeaker reproduction as the experimental method used in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 investigates the role of cross-talk, encountered in stereo setups (Blauert, 1997) due to the two extra pathways from each loudspeaker to the contra-lateral ear (Blauert, 1997), on the perception of ASW. The aim was to allow a comparison of ASW data obtained with headphones and with loudspeakers by switching the cross-talk paths on and off in the stimuli presented to the listeners over headphones.

In Chapter 4, the influence of three important physical parameters on ASW perception is studied: the interaural coherence (IC), the frequency-content and the sound pressure level. From headphone-based experiments (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a) it is known that the ASW increases with decreasing interaural coherence. This relation is important because IC is commonly used as a predictor of ASW in room acoustics (Ando, 2007). The relation between IC and ASW is evaluated quantitatively for a stereo loudspeaker setup using band-limited Gaussian noise signals as used in the headphone experiments. Furthermore, it is tested whether the frequency dependence of ASW perception is similar to that found for headphone-based presentations (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a). The sound pressure level, also mentioned in the literature (Okano et al., 1998) as an important contributor to ASW perception in concert halls, is investigated as well. Furthermore, the perceived vertical extent of the sound source, the apparent source height (ASH), is considered.

Chapter 5 focuses on investigating the contribution of interaural time differences (ITDs) on ASW. ITD fluctuations over time have been suggested as an important cue for ASW perception (van Dorp Schuitman et al., 2013). In an experimental study, binaural recordings are obtained in the listening position of a stereo setup, for each listener individually. A binaural synthesis approach is used to allow for the modification of the interaural time difference fluctuations of broadband Gaussian noise sources whereby the modifications of the interaural time differences are applied in different frequency bands to estimate their frequency-dependent contribution to ASW.
Chapter 6 addresses the consequences of hearing-impairment on ASW perception. Whitmer et al. (2012) and Whitmer et al. (2014) showed that hearing-impaired listeners indicated a roughly constant ASW, independent of the interaural coherence of the presented stimulus signal. Here, normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners rate ASW in stereo-loudspeaker setups. The role of hearing-aid processing on ASW is also examined. Specifically, the influence of wide dynamic-range compression is considered since it is commonly applied in hearing-aids to compensate for loudness recruitment in hearing-impaired listeners (Allen, 1996; Villchur, 1973).

In Chapter 7, two models of binaural hearing, a functional model and a complex non-linear model, are employed to investigate the role of binaural cues on ASW in more detail. A functional model is developed to test the contribution of various binaural cues suggested in literature to predict ASW. The functional model uses either an analysis of the interaural time differences (van Dorp Schuitman et al., 2013), the IC (Okano et al., 1998) or a combination of interaural time and level differences (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b; Mason et al., 2005b) at the output of the model. The complex model, as suggested by van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013), includes level-sensitive components in addition to the analysis of the interaural time differences. The model predictions are correlated with experimental data described in Chapters 4 and 6 and one external data set to test the models’ generalizability.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the most important results obtained in this thesis. In an overall discussion, an attempt is made to link ASW perception to other related aspects of spatial perception such as sound source localization, discrimination and segregation. Finally, perspectives for future studies of ASW perception are outlined.
1. Introduction
Background on spatial hearing

Our visual system helps us navigate through our natural environment. Our hearing system substantially supports the navigation process, especially for objects that occur outside our visual field. For instance, we notice a car that is passing by behind us or awareness can be drawn to distant, unseen sound sources. A fabulous feature of the auditory system is its ability to segregate multiple concurrent sound sources in space. Considering a crowded place, like a bar, where many people are chatting at the same time and also music is playing in the background, the auditory system is capable of following a conversation despite the interfering noise. The underlying auditory processes in such a **cocktail-party** like scenario are complex. This thesis provides some further insights in aspects of spatial hearing, specifically, the perception of apparent source width as a measure of spatial perception. This chapter presents relevant aspects of spatial hearing and introduces the concept of apparent source width perception.

2.1 Introducing apparent source width perception

Most sound sources occur in the horizontal plane relative to the listener. Here, human sound localization relies mainly on two binaural cues, namely **interaural time differences** (ITDs) and **interaural level differences** (ILDs). Both cues are, however, not static but fluctuate over time. In anechoic conditions, this is due to reflections from the head and the torso of the listener. Therefore, the sound source is not perceived as a point source but has an increased expansion in the horizontal dimension, referred to as **apparent source width** (ASW). In rooms, the fluctuations are more pronounced such that the correlation between the two ear signals decreases and leads to an increased ASW. The auditory system
is not fast enough (Siveke et al., 2007) to resolve the individual directions of the (early) reflections. Therefore, instead of perceiving multiple punctuate sound sources, the listener perceives one single fused sound object which, however, is locally blurred and elicits the perception of ASW (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b, Blauert, 1997, Griesinger, 1999).

2.2 Localization in the horizontal plane under free-field conditions

The interaural time and level differences are the most relevant localization cues which also contribute to ASW perception. This section provides some more details on both, ITD and ILD cues. The ITDs range from -1000 to 1000 µs and resemble a monotonic increasing function of the azimuthal angle and are frequency-independent. For ongoing sounds, the ITDs are interpreted as interaural phase differences (IPDs). In contrast, ILDs are very small for frequencies below 1 kHz and become more pronounced with increasing frequency up to a magnitude of ±20 dB at high frequencies. This is due to the increasing shadowing effect of the head at high frequencies, where the wavelength becomes comparable to the head’s dimensions. These purely physical considerations already suggest that ILDs are only relevant localization cues for the auditory system at high frequencies, at least in anechoic conditions. This consideration led to the duplex theory (Strutt, 1907; Macpherson, 2002) which states that human auditory localization is based on ITDs at low frequencies and on ILDs at high frequencies. For pure tones, ITDs can be exploited up to a cut-off frequency of around 1.5 kHz. The frequency range is limited by the inner-hair cell’s capability of phase-locking to the signal’s fine structure (Plack, 2005). The effective frequency range of ITDs is further limited to ca. 750 Hz by phase ambiguities in the physical waveform (or spatial aliasing due to the physical distance between the two ears), especially for ongoing sounds. At high frequencies, the auditory system can, however, track the signal’s temporal envelope, especially for broadband signals which overcome the phase ambiguities and the frequency limitations due to the break down of phase locking. Therefore, envelope ITDs might complement ILDs at high frequencies as localization cues (Macpherson, 2002).

The human auditory system has remarkable discrimination abilities in terms
of the binaural cues. Just-noticible differences (JNDs) for ITDs measured in normal-hearing listeners (Musa-Shufani et al., 2006) are 30 µs at low (500 Hz) and 80 µs at high frequencies (4 kHz). ILD-JNDs are in the range of 1 dB at both frequencies. The *spatial resolution* of the auditory system can be accessed by measurements of the minimal audible angle (MAA) that is required to differentiate the perceived location of two sound sources (Mills, 1958). The MAA depends on the signal type and its frequency content. For frontal sources, the MAA is as small as 1° (Mills, 1958) for pure tones and about 3° for broad band noises (Haustein and Schirmer, 1970). The MAA increases for lateral sources at ±90° to about 10° to 20°.

ITDs and ILDs fluctuate over time even in anechoic conditions due to reflections from torso, head and pinna. The auditory system exhibits temporal limitations in following the fluctuations of the binaural cues. This effect is called *binaural sluggishness* (Siveke et al., 2007). The location of a sound source can be tracked by the auditory system for ITD fluctuation frequencies of up to 2 to 3 Hz before the sound image becomes blurred and elicits ASW (Blauert, 1972, Blauert, 1997). This threshold is relatively low in comparison to the remarkable timing accuracy in ITD-JNDs (30 to 80 µs). ILD fluctuations can be followed for variation frequencies of about 79 to 85 Hz (Stellmack et al., 2005). This cutoff frequency is below the one of monaural amplitude modulation detection which is about 116 to 121 Hz (Stellmack et al., 2005).

### 2.3 Localization and spatial impression in rooms

In contrast to anechoic conditions, room reflections cause pronounced fluctuations of the binaural cues. Figure 2.1 shows mean and standard deviation of the ITD and ILD fluctuations, respectively, in a classroom with a reverberation time of \( T_{60} = 0.5 \) s. The mean ITDs and ILDs (first row) are both reduced in their extrema and show more ripples as in anechoic conditions. Accordingly, their fluctuations (second row) vary up to 800 ms for ITDs throughout the entire frequency range and around 5 dB for ILDs, especially at low frequencies. This shows that, for the localization of sound sources in rooms, the contribution of ITDs and ILDs across frequency might be different than in anechoic conditions. Generally, the fluctuations of ITDs and ILDs over time are essential for
the listener's *spatial impression* of the room (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b and Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a).

The perceived location of a sound source in a room is primarily determined by the direct sound. The directional information of reflections arriving in the first 80 ms is suppressed by inhibition processes, known as the *precedence effect* or the *law of the first wavefront* (Blauert, 1997). For distinct reflections arriving later than 80 ms, *echoes* will be perceived by the listener. Despite the precedence effect, the direction of early reflections affect the localizability of sound sources. While early reflections from the frontal direction (including ceiling and floor reflections) improve the localization performance, lateral early reflections decrease the localizability of the sound (Hartmann, 1983). Mostly stationary broadband signals are affected but the localization performance generally improves with increasing spectral density of the sound source, i.e. a larger amount of harmonic frequency components per auditory filter (Hartmann, 1983).

In addition to affecting localization performance, room reflections in the precedence window cause an increased *loudness* perception, a *colored* frequency
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spectrum, leading to a change in timbre, as well as an increased apparent source width (Blauert and Braasch, 2005). When multiple sound sources are present, e.g. an orchestra, the perceived width of the entire ensemble is described by the ensemble width (Rumsey, 2002). Besides the perceived expansion of the sound source in the horizontal dimension, also the perceived height and depth might increase. The sound source can even appear larger than its visual dimensions (Kuhl, 1978). In concert halls, the listener might even feel immersed into the auditory scene. The degree to which the listener feels immersed in the sound is described by the listener envelopment (LEV). Both, the ASW and LEV are considered to compose the overall spatial impression (Bradley, 2011).

It has been claimed that listeners can distinguish the perception of ASW and LEV because they are assigned to two different perceptual streams, the direct stream and the reverberant stream, respectively (van Dorp Schuitman et al., 2013, Griesinger, 1999). The direct stream indicates sound-source related sensations and is associated with early arriving reflections at the listener’s ears within the first 80 ms (Okano et al., 1998) to 150 ms (Griesinger, 1999). This is roughly congruent with the time window of the precedence effect. The reverberant stream represents room related perceptions, like for example, reverberance and LEV, and is affected by late reflections, arriving at the listener’s ears after about 150 ms.

The perception of distance relies on intensity and high-frequency attenuation in free-field conditions, whereas in rooms, the most important cue is the direct-to-reverberant (D/R) ratio. It is defined as the energy of the direct sound and early reflections over the energy of the late reflections. With increasing distance, the level of the reflections increases and becomes dominating compared to the direct sound such that the D/R ratio decreases. In other words, the perception of distance might resemble the ratio of the (internal representation of the) direct and the reverberant stream. The volume and reverberation time of a room determine the reverberation distance, which describes the radius around a sound source where the D/R = 1, i.e. the energy of the direct sound and late reflections is equal. This is, for example, important for the installation of loudspeaker systems in reverberant environments, e.g. a church, to allow for a reasonable speech intelligibility.

Dynamic binaural cues also contribute to externalization perception, which has been defined as correct localization in terms of angle and distance of compact sound sources with small ASW (Hartmann and Wittenberg, 1996). External-
2. Background spatial hearing

ization describes natural listening situations where sound sources appear in the real world outside of a listener’s head, as opposed to listening situations with, e.g., headphones where sound sources are internalized, i.e. they appear inside the listener’s head. Fluctuations of ILDs have been identified as major contributing cue to externalization (Catic et al., 2013).

2.4 Physical measures of apparent source width

In concert hall acoustics, ASW is an important qualitative perceptual attribute (Bradley, 2011). Mostly early lateral reflections are considered as the main contributors to the perception of ASW (Okano et al., 1998). Room reflections generate large fluctuations of the binaural cues, the ITDs and ILDs, and lead to a decrease of the coherence between the two ear signals. Therefore, the perception of ASW is inversely proportional to measurements of the interaural cross-correlation (IACC) (Ando, 2007, Schroeder et al., 1974) of early-arriving reflections (IACC_E) which is defined below. In addition, the early lateral energy fraction (LF_early) is often used as a measure of ASW perception (Bradley, 2011). However, Frank (2013) found that the LF_E is not suited for measurements in loudspeaker-based reproduction spaces. Therefore, it was not further considered in this thesis.

2.4.1 Definition of the interaural cross-correlation

de Vries et al. (2001) defined the IACC as the correlation between the left-ear signal, \( p_l(t) \), and the right-ear signal, \( p_r(t) \), normalised with their root-mean-square (RMS) values, calculated with a delay time interval of \(|\tau| \leq 1\) ms and using a time window of \( t_2 - t_1 \):

\[
\rho_{lr}(\tau) = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} p_l(t)p_r(t + \tau)dt}{\sqrt{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} p_l^2(t)dt \int_{t_1}^{t_2} p_r^2(t)dt}} \quad (2.1)
\]
Negative and positive values of the $\rho_{l,r}(\tau)$ function might lead to different perceptual results. While negative values are associated with a change in distance perception, positive values are associated with a change in ASW perception (Plenge, 1972). Therefore, the IACC coefficient corresponds to the absolute maximum of the cross-correlation function $\rho_{l,r}(\tau)$ (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a):

$$IACC = \max|\rho_{l,r}(\tau)| \quad (2.2)$$

In the short-time analysis of the $\rho_{l,r}(\tau)$, the interaural coherence (IC) is calculated in each time frame as the maximum of the $\rho_{l,r}(\tau)$ (Faller and Merimaa, 2004; de Vries et al., 2001):

$$IC = \max \rho_{l,r}(\tau) \quad (2.3)$$

Both, IACC and IC, take values between zero and one. Throughout this thesis, the term IACC will be used as an abbreviation for interaural cross-correlation and the term IC will be used to refer to interaural coherence as a binaural cue (in addition to ITDs and ILDs). The IACC coefficient will be computed according to Eqn. 2.2 and the IC will be computed according to Eqn. 2.3.

### 2.4.2 Discrimination of IC values

The discrimination of two IC values in normal-hearing listeners depends on the reference IC value. While for two fully decorrelated white noise signals (IC = 0) a difference of 0.4 can be discriminated, the required change at two fully correlated, i.e. identical, white noise signals (IC = 1) is only 0.04. These results are based on headphone measurements by Pollack and Trittipoe (1959). Using bandlimited noise signals with a center frequency of 500 Hz, Gabriel and Colburn (1981) found that for noise signals with IC = 1, the JNDS were even below 0.04 (broadband JND) when decreasing the bandwidth below 115 Hz. The opposite effect was found for noise signals with IC = 0, where a bandwidth
above 115 Hz led to the smallest JND of 0.4 (as in the broadband case) but the JND increased for smaller bandwidths.

2.5 Localization and spatial impression in loudspeaker-based reproduction systems

The goal of most loudspeaker-based reproduction systems is to obtain a plausible, i.e. convincing, representation of an acoustic scene for the listener. In the case that no difference to an internal or explicit reference is audible, the reproduction is authentic (Spors et al., 2013). In sound quality evaluations of stereophonic and multiple loudspeaker systems, it was found that timbral fidelity accounts for 70% of the total quality and that approximately 30% of the total quality are assigned to spatial fidelity (Rumsey et al., 2005). This demonstrates the importance of considering perceptual effects in the design of loudspeaker-based reproduction systems (Spors et al., 2013).

2.5.1 Stereophony

Stereophony is still one of the most common reproduction techniques used by sound engineers. It allows for a plausible spatial reconstruction (Spors et al., 2013) of e.g. an orchestra recording. Stereophony is based on the principle of summing localization (Blauert and Braasch, 2005), stating that two sounds arriving from the two loudspeakers within 1 ms are fused by the auditory system as long as they are coherent. This generates a single sound image, a phantom source or auditory event, in front of the listener. This allows, in principle, for a difference in distance of the listener to the loudspeakers of 34 cm (corresponding to 1 ms) to stay in the perceptual time span of summing localization. The optimal listening position, the sweet spot, is, however, at an equal distance to both loudspeakers which are typically placed at an opening angle of ±30° with respect to the listener. At the sweet spot, frequency-dependent interference patterns between both loudspeaker signals will occur, generating spectral comb-filters (Spors et al., 2013). However, the coloration effects are only marginally audible due to the binaural decoloration abilities of the auditory system (Brüggen, 2001). In a listening situation with headphones, the inter-channel differences,
comprising time and level differences as well as the coherence, directly become the respective binaural cues, ITDs, ILDs and IC. In contrast, in a stereo setup cross-talk is present, i.e. two additional pathways between each loudspeaker and the contralateral ear. The frequency-dependent interference patterns at the listener’s head, including cross-talk, imply that the inter-channel differences based on the loudspeaker signals are different from the binaural cues measured at the listener’s ears.

The location of the phantom source on a path between the two loudspeakers can be adjusted by applying time or level differences to the loudspeaker signals (Lipshitz, 1986). Amplitude panning (applying a level difference) is commonly used which generates ITDs below 1.5 kHz at the listener’s ears (Leakey, 1959). In comparison, time-delay panning (applying time differences) is considered as a less effective way to control the source location. The phantom source’s ASW can be controlled by the opening angle of the loudspeakers, the listener’s distance to the setup and the inter-channel differences between both loudspeaker signals, which affects the fluctuations of ITDs, ILDs and IC at the listener’s ears (Frank, 2013). The reflections in the listening room will further modify the binaural cues. The control of the ASW for experimental or artistic purposes via the inter-channel differences is signal dependent. For a Gaussian noise signal, the coherence between the two channels can be adjusted between zero and unity with the asymmetric or symmetric two-generator method (Hartmann and Cho, 2011). For natural signals, like music and speech, stereophonic recordings can be applied that directly capture the inter-channel time and level differences. However, for monaural, anechoic recordings, so-called decorrelation algorithms (Zotter and Frank, 2013) or pseudo-stereo principles (Blauert, 1997) need to be exploited to adjust the inter-channel differences. A high fidelity decorrelation algorithm provides the desired change in ASW without causing severe coloration artifacts (Zotter and Frank, 2013). However, any kind of partial decorrelation of the two loudspeaker signals will affect the degree of interference at the listening position which will consequently change the timbre of the sound (Frank, 2013). The phantom source will be perceptually stable, unless the sound field results in incoherent signals at the listener’s ears, leading to image splits, i.e. the perception of two sound sources instead of a single one (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a). For time delays larger than 1 ms and up to 80 ms between both loudspeaker signals, perceptual effects assigned with the afore mentioned precedence region will occur, such as coloration and an increased ASW. Echoes
can be artificially generated for time delays larger than the echo-threshold of 80 ms (Blauert and Braasch, 2005).

### 2.5.2 Virtual sound environments

In auditory research, virtual sound environments (VSEs) are increasingly used to simulate and study complex auditory scenes related to the cocktail-party problem. Such an environment is composed of a large number of loudspeakers and has the aim of accurately reproducing the complete auditory scene, preferably in an authentic manner. To assess the overall quality and artifacts of VSEs in general, attribute catalogues have been designed covering timbral as well as spatial fidelity aspects (Lindau et al., 2014; Spors et al., 2013). Especially, coloration artifacts and localization errors have been investigated (Spors et al., 2013). ASW perception has also been considered as an important spatial attribute (Santala and Pulkki, 2011, Frank, 2013).

Basically, two reproduction approaches are distinguished in VSE designs, soundfield synthesis (SFS) techniques and reproduction methods that are based on psychoacoustic knowledge. To the first class belong methods like higher order ambisonics (HOA) and wave field synthesis (WFS) that aim at a physical reproduction of the sound field in the center of the loudspeaker array. In contrast to, e.g., a simple stereo setup, their sweet spot is increased to a listening area. However, due to the limited number of loudspeakers in practical realizable setups, artifacts, such as spatial aliasing, occur. Further, both systems use correlated loudspeaker signals, such that the increased number of loudspeakers introduces further coloration artifacts.

The second class of reproduction methods is based on psychoacoustic knowledge. These methods aim at a perceptually convincing reproduction without considering a physically accurate sound field reconstruction. To this class belong, e.g., directional audio coding (DirAC) (Pulkki, 2007) and the spatial decomposition method (SDM) (Tervo et al., 2013). DirAC is based on a decomposition of the sound field into diffuse and non-diffuse components estimated with the short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The non-diffuse components, such as the direct sound, are played back using vector-based amplitude panning (VBAP), which is an extension of stereo to a triplet of loudspeakers (Pulkki, 2007). The diffuse part uses all loudspeakers for playback and aims at a correct spatial impression, especially an authentic ASW perception. A simple, nonetheless
very effective, approach is considered in the SDM method. It estimates the direction of each sound wave in short-time windows which are shifted sample by sample. Each window is panned to the according nearest loudspeaker. Both systems, DirAC and SDM, aim at a high timbral fidelity by reducing coloration artifacts (Pulkki, 2007, Tervo et al., 2013).

2.6 Impact of hearing impairment on spatial hearing

The consequences of hearing impairment (HI) are highly individual. Besides a higher absolute threshold, commonly at higher frequencies, HI listeners suffer from loudness recruitment (Steinberg, 1937; Moore et al., 1996) and impairment of their spatial perception (Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Boyd et al., 2012; Whitmer et al., 2012; Cubick et al., 2014). Especially, in multi-talker environments, HI listeners often have difficulties to segregate sound sources which impairs the intelligibility of a target talker (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1992; Peissig and Kollmeier, 1997). This might be linked to a reduced localization performance (Van den Bogaert et al., 2006), impaired distance (Cubick et al., 2014) and externalization perception (Boyd et al., 2012) in HI listeners. Furthermore, some focus has recently been directed to the reduced sensitivity in ASW perception in HI listeners (Whitmer et al., 2012, Whitmer et al., 2014).

2.7 Choice of methods in this thesis

In psychoacoustic experiments, there is always a trade-off between realism and controllability of the perceptual attribute that is sought to be measured. On the one hand, headphone experiments offer the highest level of control of the ear signals, but the obtained results might not easily translate from the laboratory to real listening scenarios. On the other hand, measurements in virtual sound environments allow for a plausible representation of the acoustic scene, but exhibit challenges in isolating a single perceptual attribute from others. Regarding the measurements of ASW perception, both approaches have been successfully used in the literature (Pollack and Trittipoe, 1959, Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a, Plenge, 1972, Favrot and Buchholz, 2010). Specifically, a drawback of headphone experiments is that the sound image may be internalized, i.e.
perceived inside the head if not individualized head-related transfer function (HRTF) are used. In the case of an internalized sound image, the measurements of ASW might not correspond to measurements where the sound is externalized as in realistic listening situations. In addition, headphone experiments do not allow for the testing of hearing devices such as hearing aids. Therefore, it was decided to use a loudspeaker-based reproduction for the ASW measurements. In preliminary listening tests, a VSE was used in combination with the LoRA toolbox and the room-modeling software ODEON (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010). The amount of early reflections was used to control the IC at the listener’s ears and, consequently, the ASW. This was achieved by truncating the room impulse-response that was convolved with the source signal. In this scenario, also the height and depth of the sound source changed and reverberation was audible as well. Thus, for the studies presented in this thesis, an intermediate step was chosen, using a stereo loudspeaker setup. The simplified setup was considered in an attempt to have a better control over ASW, by simultaneously ensuring an externalized sound image.
The influence of cross-talk on apparent source width

Abstract

The interaural cross-correlation (IACC) has been proposed as an objective measure of the apparent source width (ASW). This relation has been well-established in headphone-based experiments and IACC is commonly used to estimate ASW in reverberant spaces. However, in low-reverberation environments of sound reproduction systems, this relation is less clear. The present study investigates such a case in detail. The ASW of a band-limited noise signal with varying inter-loudspeaker cross-correlation was subjectively evaluated for a typical stereo-setup in a low-reverberation playback room. Consistent with results from earlier studies, the perceived ASW was found to increase monotonically with decreasing inter-loudspeaker correlation of the noise. The IACC, evaluated at the ear canals of a dummy head, however, predicted a saturation of the ASW from medium to low inter-loudspeaker correlation coefficients. These discrepancies resulted from the interaural cross-talk in the stereo-loudspeaker setup, leading to an ambiguity in the IACC calculation. Such ambiguities were absent in headphone presentation and have a negligible effect in reverberant environments. The results provide constraints for the applicability of the IACC as a measure of ASW in sound reproduction and synthesis systems, and in terms of computational models for the estimation of ASW in room acoustics.

---

1 This chapter is based on Käsbach et al. (2013) (Proc. of DAGA, Merano, Italy, 2013).
3. The influence of cross-talk on ASW

3.1 Introduction

Apparent source width (ASW) is a perceptual attribute that describes the perceived width of a sound image. The interaural cross-correlation (IACC) is commonly used in room acoustics as an objective measure for ASW. Early reflections in a room cause a decorrelation of the two ear signals, i.e., a reduction of IACC, which leads to a larger ASW. In a dichotic listening condition using headphones, the ASW changes when varying the correlation between the two channels. Blauert and Lindemann (1986a), showed for bandlimited noise signals that the ASW increases with decreasing inter-channel correlation (IC). For a given bandwidth, the ASW was found to increase with decreasing center frequency of the noise while keeping the IC constant. In such conditions, the sound image is internalised, i.e. perceived inside the head. Since ASW relates to the spatial extent of a sound source, this measure becomes more meaningful for externalised sources, such as produced by two loudspeakers. A phantom source is then perceived in the middle of the two loudspeakers (Plenge, 1972). In contrast to the headphone (HP) presentation, the loudspeaker (LS) presentation produces an interaural cross-talk (CT) referring to the cross paths between left LS and right ear and vice versa. The present study investigates the influence of the interaural cross-talk on the perception of ASW in rooms with low reverberation that are typically used for sound reproduction systems and virtual sound environments.

3.2 Method

Three experiments were performed: 1) LS presentation in a listening room; 2) HP presentation of the same listening room using head and torso simulator (HATS) recordings and 3) HP presentation of an anechoic listening condition using a HRTF database.

Apparatus

The experiments were conducted in the Immersive Presence Lab at CIRMRT, McGill University, with a reverberation time of $T_{60} = 0.2$ s. A typical stereo-setup
with an opening angle of $\alpha = 30^\circ$ was installed using Genelec 8030A loudspeakers. The listener was seated at a distance of $d = 2.3$ m (Experiment 1). Room impulse responses (IR) were measured for each loudspeaker in the same room with a B&K head and torso simulator (HATS) of Type 4100 placed at the listener’s position. The signals were convolved with the IRs and presented to the listener via headphones. The resulting stimuli were then either presented including or excluding the interaural cross-talk (Experiment 2). For the anechoic listening condition, the CIPIC HRTF database (CIPIC, 2004) was used (Experiment 3).

**Stimuli and experimental procedure**

The stimuli were bandlimited noises with center frequencies of $f_c = 0.25$kHz or 1 kHz and a bandwidth of $\Delta f = 1.5$ octaves. The signals were generated from a 2-dimensional multivariate normal distribution where each dimension corresponded to one loudspeaker channel. The bandpass filter was a digital 4th-order Butterworth filter with 24 dB/octave roll-off. The signals were amplitude modulated with a modulation depth of 60% and a modulation frequency of 8 Hz. All stimuli were presented with constant spectral density of 35dB/Hz (at IC = 0) and had a duration of 4s. The IACC was calculated according to Eqn. 2.2 for the same stimuli as presented to the listeners, i.e. the binaural room impulse responses, measured with the HATS, were convolved with the noise signals. The integration time window $t_2 - t_1$ of Eqn. 2.1 was chosen to be the duration of the stimuli.

The experiments were separately tested using a Multi Stimulus test with hidden reference and anchor (MUSHRA) (ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003), excluding anchor and reference. In Experiment 1, the ASW was measured for three inter-channel correlation (IC) values of 0, 0.6 and 1 at the two center frequencies of 0.25 and 1 kHz. In Experiments 2 and 3, the two conditions with and without interaural cross-talk were considered for the same noise signals and ICs. Subjects were asked to rate the stimuli relative to each other in terms of ASW on a scale from 0 (narrow) to 100 % (wide). In addition, the task was to identify the narrowest and the widest stimulus with 0 and 100, respectively. The stimuli were presented in random order and repeated six times. Thirteen normal-hearing subjects participated in Experiments 1 and 2, and six of these participated in Experiment 3. The results were analysed with a 3-way ANOVA with the null hypothesis that
all stimuli produced the same ASW. The three factors were stimuli, subjects and repetitions. The post hoc analysis were based on Least Significant Difference (LSD) bars. Differences were considered significant for $p < 0.05$.

### 3.3 Results

The results of the three experiments are shown in Figures 3.1 to 3.3. The measured ASW scores (open symbols) are indicated as median values and 25th and 75th percentiles for the three considered IC values (0, 0.6 and 1). The corresponding interaural cross-correlation coefficients were calculated and are represented as 1-IACC. They are indicated as filled symbols connected by solid lines in the figures for comparison with the measured ASW scores.

The results from Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 1. The measured ASW scores were similar for the two noise bands centered at 0.25 kHz (open circles) and 1 kHz (open squares). At both frequencies, ASW decreased with increasing IC. At both frequencies, a comparable dynamic range (of $0.8 - 0.9$) was obtained, representing the difference between the largest and smallest values. In contrast to the data, the calculated IACC values were different for the two bands. Larger IACC values were produced at 1 kHz than at 0.25 kHz. Furthermore, a reduced dynamic range of only 0.2 was obtained for the low-frequency band, compared to the high-frequency band with a dynamic range of 0.4. The statistical analysis revealed no significant differences for the two frequency bands for IC = 0 and 0.6, but the difference for IC = 1 was significant.

Figure 3.2 shows the measured data from Experiment 2 obtained in the conditions with cross-talk (open squares) and without cross-talk (open circles) using the HRTFs recorded in the CIRMJT lab. The results for 0.25 kHz are shown in the top panel and the results for 1 kHz are represented in the lower panel. The data show that, in the case of cross-talk, lower ASW scores were obtained than in the absence of cross-talk, for all specified IC values. The statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant difference between the two conditions at both frequencies. The median of the ASW scores was found to be shifted downwards by the same amount of about 0.4 in both conditions. Thus, the dynamic range for the ASW values as a function of IC was similar with and without cross-talk which was the case for both frequency bands. The only exception was the
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Figure 3.1: ASW scores and calculated 1-IACC values as a function of the inter-channel correlation in Experiment 1. Two frequency bands centered at $f_c = 0.25$ and 1 kHz were considered in the CIRMNT lab, presented via two loudspeakers. The subjective results are represented by their median and 25th and 75th percentiles.

high-frequency band for IC = 1 where a similar ASW score was observed with and without cross-talk. In contrast, the IACC predictions, indicated by the filled symbols connected by solid lines, resulted in a shallower curve in the condition with cross-talk (filled squares) than in the condition without cross-talk (filled circles). At 1 kHz, this resulted in an intersection of the two IACC curves at IC = 0.4.

Figure 3.3 shows the results from Experiment 3 for the two conditions with and without cross-talk in the anechoic listening environment. The results were similar to those obtained in Experiment 2 and the statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant difference between the two conditions at both frequencies. Lower ASW scores were obtained when the cross-talk was present. The difference between the two conditions was, however, slightly smaller than in Experiment 2. The IACC predictions for the 1-kHz band provided similar values for ICs between 0.2 and 0.6 and decreasing values for outside this IC range. This is in contrast to the measured ASW values that showed a monotonic decrease with increasing IC.
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Figure 3.2: ASW scores and 1-IACC predictions as a function of IC in Experiment 2. The two conditions with and without cross-talk were presented via headphones in the CIRMMT lab using HATS recordings, for two frequency bands. The measured data are represented by their medians and 25th and 75th percentiles.

Figure 3.3: ASW scores and 1-IACC results as a function of IC in Experiment 3. The two conditions with and without cross-talk were presented via headphones in an anechoic listening environment using the CIPIC database (CIPIC, 2004), for two frequency bands. The measured data are represented by their medians and 25th and 75th percentiles.

3.4 Discussion

The results demonstrated that the IACC predicted a reduced dynamic range of values in the cross-talk conditions whereas the measured ASW scores showed a similar dynamic range in the conditions with and without cross-talk and a downward shift in the cross-talk condition. This discrepancy from the data can be explained by considering the effect of cross-talk on the cross-correlation function $\rho_{l r}(\tau)$ from Eqn. (2.1) as illustrated in Figure 3.4 (left panel). $\rho_{l r}(\tau)$ is shown for a broadband signal for five inter-channel correlation values. Besides the peak at zero lag which varies with IC, two additional constant peaks occur
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Figure 3.4: The normalized cross-correlation function $\rho_{lr}(\tau)$ (2.1) in the conditions with cross-talk, for five values of IC and three stimulus conditions. Left: for a broadband signal; middle: for the noise band centered at 1 kHz from Experiment 3; and right: for the noise band centered at 0.25 kHz from Experiment 2. The maximal delay time interval of $|\tau| \leq 1$ ms is indicated by the vertical lines.

at time lags corresponding to the angular offset of the loudspeakers from the median plane. Due to this offset, the signal from the left LS will reach the left ear before the right ear, and vice versa for the right LS. For low correlation values between the two LS signals (from IC = 0 to IC = 0.4), the peaks caused by the delay are larger than the actual specified IC value (peak at zero lag). According to Eqn. (2.1), the IACC coefficient corresponds to the maximum of $\rho_{lr}(\tau)$, which is equal to the value of the side peaks unless the peak at zero lag becomes larger. A monotonically decreasing 1-IACC with increasing IC is thus only resulting in the absence of cross-talk. When bandlimiting the signal, the peakwidths increase and interfere with each other. The middle panel of Figure 3.4 shows $\rho_{lr}(\tau)$ for the 1-kHz frequency band considered in Experiment 3. The pattern shows a minimum at IC = 0 for a delay time of 0 ms and a roughly constant maximum value (defined by the two side peaks) for ICs between 0.2 and 0.6, consistent with the corresponding 1-IACC function shown in Figure 3.3 (filled squares in the lower panel). For the low-frequency band at 0.25 kHz (right panel of Figure 3.4) from Experiment 2, the width of the peaks increase such that they are not distinguishable from each other and result in one large peak. This explains the reduced range 1-IACC values shown in Figure 3.2 (filled squares in the upper panel).
The outlined differences between data and predictions based on the IACC suggest that other cues might be available to a listener. More advanced models, such as the one proposed in van Dorp Schuitman (2011), suggest that the stimulus energy below 500 Hz and the variation of interaural time differences above 500 Hz provide important cues for the perception of ASW. The analysis of these cues was outside the scope of the present study. However, the listeners mentioned a difference in timbre between stimuli with different ASW. A stimulus with a "brighter" timbre was often associated with a narrower sound source, such as in conditions with high IC values, particularly in the headphone-based Experiments 2 and 3. Furthermore, image splitting was reported which refers to the perception of two or multiple sources (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a), in contrast to one fused sound image. While in the LS-based experiment (Experiment 1) only one listener reported image splitting, six listeners in Experiment 2 and two listeners in Experiment 3 reported this effect. In case of image splitting, subjects based their judgement on the overall ASW as they reported after the experimental procedure. Most subjects mentioned that the task of evaluating ASW was easiest for the LS presentation in Experiment 1. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the measured data showed remarkably stable results obtained with the chosen method.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion

A stereo set-up was used to study the perception of ASW for partially correlated bandlimited noise signals between the two loudspeakers and to test the performance of the IACC that is commonly used to predict ASW. The following results were obtained: 1) In a listening environment with low reverberation, ASW was found to be frequency independent for ICs of 0 and 0.6, in contrast to the case of dichotic HP presentations as investigated in Blauert and Lindemann (1986a), whereas a slight frequency effect was observed for IC = 1; 2) With and without cross-talk, the ASW decreased monotonically with increasing IC. The cross-talk generally caused a smaller ASW than the conditions without cross-talk, but the dynamic range of the ASW ratings was preserved. This was the case both for the listening room with a low reverberation time and the anechoic listening condition and was found to be independent of frequency. In the absence of cross-talk, the predictions based on the IACC were consistent with the measured
data. However, in the presence of cross-talk, the IACC did not describe the data correctly. The change of ASW with IC was strongly underestimated at 0.25 kHz. At 1 kHz, the IACC based prediction did not account for the monotonic decrease of ASW with increasing IC. The discrepancies are caused by the interferences in the cross-correlation function introduced by the cross-talk delays. More advanced predictors are needed to correctly account for the measured data.
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3. The influence of cross-talk on ASW
The influence of interaural coherence, frequency and sound pressure level on apparent source width

Abstract

In concert halls, sound sources are perceived as spatially extended whereby the apparent source width (ASW) describes the extend in horizontal direction. It is mainly caused by a decorrelation of the two ear signals, i.e. the ASW increases with decreasing the interaural coherence (IC). Blauert and Lindemann (1986a) showed in headphone-based experiments that for a constant IC, low frequencies are perceived with a larger ASW than high frequencies. Further, Okano et al. (1998) claimed for concert hall acoustics that, with the increase of the monaural sound pressure level (SPL), the ASW increases as well. The objective of this study was to measure the ASW as a function of the IC and the frequency content by using noise signals presented in a stereo setup. The dependency on the sound pressure level, i.e. the salience of the auditory cues at different SPLs was thereby taken into account. The obtained results confirmed the findings in the literature and will be important for testing auditory models that aim at reliably measuring ASW.

The results of this chapter were presented in Käsbach et al. (2014a) (Proc. of DAGA, Oldenburg, Germany, 2014).
4. The influence of IC, frequency and level on ASW

4.1 Introduction

Regarding room perception, apparent source width (ASW) is an essential measure that describes the perceived spatial extent of a sound source. Mainly three important factors have been mentioned that contribute to this percept: (i) The degree of correlation of the two ear signals \( \text{IC}_{\text{ears}} \), whereby a decorrelated signal causes a large ASW, (ii) the frequency-content, i.e. low-frequency sounds are perceived as being wider than high-frequency sounds for a fixed \( \text{IC}_{\text{ears}} \) value (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b) and (iii) the sound pressure level (SPL) at low frequencies, i.e. ASW increases with increasing SPL (Okano et al., 1998). However, the exact contributions of these individual cues to the complex percept are still unclear. This study presents a psychoacoustic evaluation where the three parameters \( \text{IC}_{\text{ears}} \), frequency-content and sound pressure level were varied in order to quantify their influence on ASW under controlled conditions. Besides the horizontal dimension, potentially also the height and depth of the sound source can be perceived as expanded. In addition to the ASW, also the apparent source height (ASH) was measured.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Loudspeaker setup

The experiment was conducted in the Spacelab at the Technical University of Denmark, with a reverberation time of \( T_{60} = 0.2 \) s. A loudspeaker-ring with 11 loudspeakers was placed in the horizontal plane, ranging from \(-75^\circ\) to \(75^\circ\) with a spacing of \(15^\circ\) to each other (see Fig. 4.1). All loudspeakers were of type Dynaudio BM6. Only the two loudspeakers at \( \alpha = 30^\circ \) (typical stereo-setup) were used to play back the stimuli. One additional loudspeaker at \( 0^\circ \) was used for a reference condition. The listener was seated at a distance of \( d = 1.8 \) m to the loudspeaker setup. For further analysis of the presented signals, binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) were measured with a B&K head and torso simulator (HATS) of Type 4100, placed at the listener's position, and were convolved with the signals.
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4.2.2 Stimuli

The source signal was either Gaussian white noise or band-pass (BP) filtered Gaussian noise with a bandwidth of 2 octaves at a center frequency of 0.25 kHz, 1 kHz or 4 kHz. In addition, an 8 kHz high-pass (HP) filtered Gaussian noise signal was used. The bandpass and highpass filters were both digital Butterworth filters of eighth and fourth order, respectively. The two loudspeaker signals had a duration of 2 s and were generated from a 2-dimensional normal distribution where the covariance was adjusted to yield inter-channel correlation values (IC$_{LS}$) of 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8 and 1. Due to the influence of the head, cross-talk and the listening room, the corresponding interaural cross-correlation values (IC$_{ears}$) at the ears of the HATS deviated from IC$_{LS}$ and are listed in Table 4.1. The stimuli were presented at three sound pressure levels of 50, 60 and 70 dB within limits of ±2 dB variations among the IC$_{LS}$ values.

Table 4.1: Measured IC$_{ear}$ values for corresponding IC$_{LS}$ values at all center frequencies (cf).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cf [kHz]</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25 (BP)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (BP)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (BP)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (HP)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Procedure

In order to measure ASW, listeners were asked to indicate the apparent opening angle in degrees on a horizontal scale with a 5° resolution of each presented stimulus via a touchscreen as indicated in Fig. 4.1. At the same time, the listener had also to indicate the ASH in cm on a vertical scale with a 10 cm resolution, which was centered at the midpoint between the tweeter and bass-driver of the center loudspeaker. Since measurements with decorrelated signals can lead to image splits, which is the perception of two separate sound images instead of a single fused one, listeners had to indicate such event for the presented stimulus by marking a check box. The stimuli were presented in random order and repeated three times. A reference was available to the listener which was
a broadband noise signal at 45 dB SPL presented over the loudspeaker in the center. This produced a very narrow source with an opening angle of about 0°. Both, stimulus and reference, could be played back as often as desired by the listener. Thirteen normal-hearing listeners participated (leading to 39 responses per stimulus), of which seven evaluated the additional condition with the highpass filtered noise signal (leading to 21 responses per stimulus). All listeners were made familiar with the evaluation procedure in a short training and the entire evaluation procedure lasted about one hour per subject.

![Figure 4.1: Sketch of the experimental set-up. The loudspeakers at ±30° generate a phantom source at 0°. Subjects were asked to indicate ASW in degree and ASH in cm on the given scales.](image)

### 4.2.4 Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis, the obtained data was fitted with a linear mixed-effects model. The data-fit comprised the three fixed factors, the IC\(_{LS}\), the source signal and the SPL, and the two random factors, participants and repetitions. The overall ASW, given as the difference between the left and right boundary, was used as response variable. An additional linear mixed-effects model was fitted to the data using ASH as response variable. A post-hoc analysis was performed using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections, with a correction factor of \( c = \sum_{i=1}^{L-1} i \), where \( c \) represents the number of comparisons between the \( L \) levels of each considered fixed factor in the mixed model (which will be specified in the results section together with \( p_{\text{posthoc}} \)). The occurrence of image splits was simply counted per stimulus across all presentations and listeners.
4.3 Results

The psychoacoustic data are shown in Fig. 4.2 for the three sound pressure levels 50 dB (bottom panel), 60 dB (middle panel) and 70 dB (top panel). The ordinate shows the measured ASW (in degrees) as a function of the measured IC$_{ears}$ values obtained with the HATS on the abscissa. Shown are the mean values with their standard deviations.

4.3.1 ASW as a function of IC$_{LS}$ and frequency

The data at 50 dB SPL (bottom panel) shows that ASW increases monotonically, from $\pm 10^\circ$ to $\pm 35^\circ$, with decreasing IC$_{ears}$ for all tested frequencies, represented by the different colors, as expected from literature. It is important to note that even for stimuli with frequency components above 2 kHz, the listeners were able to discriminate ASW. In this graphical representation of the IC$_{ears}$ values (the exact values can be read in Table 4.1) it is prominent that low frequencies (IC$_{ears} = 0.6...1$), as opposed to high frequencies (IC$_{ears} = 0.3...0.8$), provide higher IC$_{ears}$ values and a smaller dynamic range of IC$_{ears}$. This is due to the larger wavelength of low frequencies which defract around the listener’s head and cause the two ear signals to be similar. On the other hand, high frequencies have a shorter wavelength compared to the head’s dimensions and get reflected such that they cannot be fully correlated (see Lindevald and Benade, 1986). Besides the physical consequences due to frequency, two frequency-dependent effects on ASW can be observed: First, considering a fixed IC$_{ears}$, for instance at IC$_{ears} \approx 0.6$, ASW decreases with increasing center frequency. At 50 dB SPL (bottom panel), the ASW is $\pm 35^\circ$ at 0.25 kHz and reduces to $\pm 15^\circ$ at 8 kHz. Second, the dynamic range of ASW, representing the difference between the largest and smallest values, also decreases with center frequency. Interestingly, the broadband signal provided similar results as the high frequency stimuli. This indicates that the high-frequency content is dominating the overall ASW in this case. The statistical analysis revealed the two fixed factors, IC$_{LS}$ (F(4, 48) = 113.6, $p < 0.001$) and source signal (F(4, 42) = 97.2, $p < 0.001$) to be significant, as well as an interaction between both factors (F(16, 2436) = 21, $p < 0.001$). The post-hoc analysis supported the finding that the listeners could differentiate the ASWs for the presented IC$_{LS}$ ($c_{IC_{LS}} = 10$, $p_{posthoc} < 0.01$).
Figure 4.2: ASW data measured in degrees as a function of IC\textsubscript{Ears} for three different SPLs: 50 dB (bottom), 60 dB (middle) and 70 dB (top). Shown are the mean values and standard deviation for the Gaussian white noise, the BP filtered noise signals with center frequencies $f_c = 0.25$, 1 and 4 kHz and the HP filtered noise signal at 8 kHz.
The post-hoc analysis for the source signals showed (non-significant) similarities between the signals at 1 kHz and 4 kHz \( (c_{\text{signal}} = 10, p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.84) \), between the white noise and the signal at 0.25 kHz \( (c_{\text{signal}} = 10, p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.08) \), and between the white noise and the signal at 4 kHz \( (c_{\text{signal}} = 10, p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.06) \).

4.3.2 ASW as a function of the SPL

Increasing the sound pressure level to 70 dB (top panel) resulted in a larger ASW \( (c_{\text{SPL}} = 3, p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.001) \). This is easier to see in Fig. 4.3 where the ASW data is plotted across the different SPLs for each source signal, separately. At stimuli with \( f_c = 0.25 \) kHz (bottom panel), all ASW results are equally shifted outwards by about 10°, such that the dynamic range of ASW is preserved. For the broadband signal (middle panel) and the HP filtered stimulus (top panel), the higher SPL increased the ASW by about 10° at large ASW values, whereas the smallest ASW value was not affected, such that the dynamic range of ASW was increased. These results suggest that the increase of SPL affects ASW in a broad frequency range, which complements the findings in Okano et al. (1998) where this effect was only observed at low frequencies. The fixed factor SPL \( (F(2, 25) = 78.8, p < 0.001) \) was found to be significant, as well as its interaction with IC\( _{1S} \) \( (F(8, 2427) = 6.8, p < 0.001) \) and its interaction with the source signal \( (F(8, 2408) = 8, p < 0.001) \). The interaction between all three fixed factors was not significant \( (F(32, 2427) = 1.6, p = 0.017) \). Furthermore, significant effects were found for the random factor participants \( (\chi^2 = 20.7, p < 0.001) \), as well as its interaction with the repetition factor \( (\chi^2 = 373.6, p < 0.001) \), an interaction with the IC\( _{1S} \) \( \chi^2 = 322, p < 0.001 \), an interaction with the source signal \( \chi^2 = 23.4, p < 0.001 \), and an interaction with the SPL \( \chi^2 = 15.2, p < 0.001 \).

4.3.3 ASH measurements

Measurements of the apparent source height (ASH) varied from 0 to 40 cm (not shown here). In contrast to the ASW measurements, the ASH was independent of the IC\( _{1S} \) values. This was confirmed by the statistical analysis that revealed a small effect size of IC\( _{1S} \) \( (F(4, 2476) = 4, p < 0.01) \). The changes in ASH were rather dependent on the SPL \( (F(2, 25) = 45.4, p < 0.001) \).
Figure 4.3: ASW data measured in degrees as a function of IC_{ears} for three source signals: 0.25kHz (bottom), Gaussian white noise (middle) and HP 8 kHz (top). Shown are the mean values and standard deviation for the three measured sound pressure levels.
Similar to the ASW measurements, the ASH increased with increasing the SPL ($c_{SPL} = 3$, $p_{posthoc} = 0.01$). Also, the source signal ($F(4, 42) = 24.5$, $p < 0.001$) had a similar effect on ASH, such that ASH was increased for the white noise and the BP filtered signal at 0.25 kHz as opposed to the high frequency stimuli ($c_{signal} = 10$, $p_{posthoc} < 0.02$). Besides an interaction between IC$_{LS}$ and the source signal ($F(16, 2476) = 3.7$, $p < 0.001$), interactions were found between IC$_{LS}$ and the SPL ($F(8, 2476) = 2.9$, $p < 0.01$), the source signal and the SPL ($F(8, 2482) = 9.1$, $p < 0.001$), as well as an interaction term between all three fixed factors ($F(32, 2476) = 4.1$, $p < 0.001$). Furthermore, significant effects were found for the random factor participants ($\chi^2 = 16$, $p < 0.001$), as well as its interaction with the source signal ($\chi^2 = 135.4$, $p < 0.001$), its interaction with the SPL ($\chi^2 = 58.9$, $p < 0.001$) and its interaction with the repetition factor ($\chi^2 = 435.6$, $p < 0.001$).

### 4.3.4 Occurrence of image splits

At an SPL of 70 dB, image splits occurred most often at IC$_{LS} = 0$ with maximal 11 out of 39 responses, which decreased to only 2 occurrences at IC$_{LS} = 1$. The stimuli at 1 and 4 kHz were hereby mostly prone to split images than the low frequency and white noise stimulus. Interestingly, at 50 dB SPL the frequency-dependent effect of image splits vanished and maximal 7 out of 39 responses were counted at IC$_{LS} = 0$. For the HP stimulus at 8 kHz, only 2 out of 21 responses revealed an image split which was independent of the IC$_{LS}$ and the SPL.

### 4.4 Discussion

In the current study, findings in literature regarding ASW perception were confirmed for a stereo setup in a room with quasi anechoic conditions. An increase in sound pressure level, obviously leads to an extent of the apparent area of the sound source, i.e. besides the ASW also the ASH increases. This is in line with findings by Perrott and Buell (1982) where expansions in the volume of a sound source due to an increased SPL were found for headphone experiments. This might be understood by considering the loudness as a perceptual weighting that increases the salience of the binaural cues. Also, the broader auditory filters...
at higher SPLs might contribute here. The current findings on a larger ASW for low-frequency content than for high-frequency content for a fixed IC_{ears} confirms those in Blauert and Lindemann (1986a) for headphone-based experiments. They explained this effect by an earlier study (Blauert, 1978), where the lateralization decreased with increasing the center frequency of the bandpass filtered noises, even though the interaural time-differences were kept constant. At low frequencies, the localization uncertainty raises due to the large wavelength, which might cause the increase in lateralization and in ASW. It was further shown here, that IC_{ears} exploited higher values at low frequencies. The auditory system is more sensitive to changes at high correlation values (Pollack and Trilling, 1959) which might in turn lead to a larger ASW. Further, it is important to note that the internal representation of IC_{ears} values differs from their physical values. Low IC_{ears} values will be higher in the internal representation mainly due to inner-hair cell transduction, which is commonly modeled as half-wave rectification and low-pass filtering (Faller and Merimaa, 2004). This will be further explored in Chapter 7 about modelling ASW perception. Finally, cognitive effects might also play a role, since in nature low frequency sounds are most likely produced by large objects or animals (Perrott and Buell, 1982). In chapter 3, the frequency-dependent effects regarding ASW could not be shown. The results had been measured using a MUSHRA test procedure. Since the current findings support findings in literature, the usage of MUSHRA tests in connection with the investigation of spatial impression is not recommended for further research.

4.5 Summary and Conclusion

The psychoacoustic data showed ASW as a function of IC_{ears}, frequency and sound pressure level. Listeners were able to discriminate ASW even for stimuli with a frequency content above 2 kHz. Increasing the sound pressure level showed a frequency-dependent increase in ASW. Future studies will further investigate the role of the different auditory processes on ASW, also including more complex stimuli like e.g. speech and music.
The impact of interaural time differences on apparent source width

Abstract

For the perception of spaciousness, the temporal fluctuations of the interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences (ILDs) provide important binaural cues. One major characteristic of spatial perception is apparent source width (ASW), which describes the perceived width of a sound image. The temporal fluctuations of the binaural cues cause the signals at a listeners’ ears to be decorrelated. Therefore, ASW has traditionally been measured by using the interaural cross-correlation (IACC). In particular, ITD fluctuations (below 2 kHz) have been suggested to be the dominant cue for the perception of ASW. However, the contribution of the ITD statistics on the percept of ASW has not yet been clarified. In the present study, the impact of ITD fluctuations in different frequency bands on the perceived ASW was investigated. In a psychoacoustic evaluation, a source signal was convolved with individual binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) and presented to the listener via headphones. The obtained signals were passed through a gammatone filterbank with an analysis and synthesis stage which enabled the modification of the ITD fluctuation statistics in individual frequency bands. The ITD fluctuations of broadband noise stimuli were compressed while the effect of this compression on the ILD statistics was kept minimal. The IACC was kept the same for stim-

\[\text{This chapter is based on Käsbach et al. (2014b) (Proc. of Forum Acusticum, Krakow, Poland, 2014).}\]
The impact of ITDs on ASW

uli with compression below 2 kHz and for the uncompressed noise which should lead to the same ASW percept in the two conditions. However, the psychoacoustic data showed a reduced ASW for the modified signals, particularly in conditions with an applied compression around 1 kHz. In contrast, above 2 kHz, the compression had no effect on ASW, whereas the IACC increased. The results suggest that the broadband IACC can be a misleading objective measure of ASW and that ITD fluctuations around 1 kHz are crucial for ASW perception.

5.1 Introduction

The apparent source width (ASW) is an important perceptual measure of the space surrounding a listener. It has a long tradition in room acoustics where it is employed as an attribute to describe the complex perception of rooms and their perceived quality (Bradley, 2011). In contrast to anechoic conditions, where the signals at the ears of a listener are highly correlated, the reflections in a room alter the left and the right ear signals separately which effectively reduces the correlation between the ear signals. Therefore, the interaural cross-correlation (IACC) was established as a measure that is inversely proportional to ASW (de Vries et al., 2001). This decorrelation, which is in particular caused by lateral reflections (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b), results in fluctuations of binaural cues, namely interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences (ILDs), both of which are contributing to the perception of ASW. Moreover, in van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) the fluctuations of ITDs below 2 kHz were used in a complex, nonlinear auditory model to predict ASW. However, the frequency-specific contribution of these fluctuations has not yet been clarified. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate the importance of ITD fluctuations in different frequency regions for the percept of ASW.

In Catic et al. (2013) the contributions of ILD and ITD fluctuations to the externalisation of sound sources, i.e. the perception of a sound source outside the head with a clear perception of distance, was studied. This was achieved by compressing the fluctuations of either ILDs or ITDs in different frequency regions and analysing the degree of externalisation for the manipulated signals in a listening test. In the present study, this method was applied to modify
instantaneous ITD fluctuations of binaural signals. Specifically, the ITD fluctuations of a sound source with a wide ASW characteristic were compressed in different frequency bands. The influence of the applied manipulation on ASW was evaluated in a listening test where listeners had to rate the perceived ASW compared to a reference condition without ITD compression.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Apparatus and stimuli

The listening experiment was conducted in the IEC listening room (properties follow the ISO 268-13 standard) at the Technical University of Denmark with a volume of $V = 98.3\, \text{m}^3$ and a reverberation time of $T_{60} = 0.4\, \text{s}$. A standard stereo loudspeaker setup with an opening angle of $\alpha = 30^\circ$ was placed at a distance of $d = 2.1\, \text{m}$ in front of the listener position, located in the center of the room. Both loudspeakers were of type Dynaudio BM6.

As in Catic et al. (2013) the stimuli were created from individual binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) and were played back to the listener via headphones during the experiment. The BRIRs were measured by inserting miniature microphones of type Sonion 8002 with a closed fitting in the listener’s ear canals. Logarithmic sweeps with a duration of 5 s and 10 repetitions played back from each loudspeaker were recorded with a sampling rate of $f_s = 44.1\, \text{kHz}$. To obtain the BRIRs the inverse sweep spectrum was applied to the measured responses in the frequency domain. The resulting BRIRs were windowed with a 500 ms $\cos^2$ window in order to remove nonlinear components from the responses. Headphone impulse responses were measured in the same fashion, applying 2 s long logarithmic sweeps, by placing headphones of type Sennheiser HD-580 on the ears of the listener.

The stimuli were generated by convolving the signal $x(n)$ with the corresponding BRIR, $h(n)$, for each listener individually, where $n$ indicates the discrete time index. Including cross-talk of the loudspeaker setup, the left and right ear
signals, $s_l(n)$ and $s_R(n)$, were calculated as

$$s_L(n) = x_1(n) \ast h_{L1}(n) + x_2(n) \ast h_{L2}(n)$$
$$s_R(n) = x_1(n) \ast h_{R1}(n) + x_2(n) \ast h_{R2}(n)$$

(5.1)

where the first suffix of $h(n)$ indicates the ear channel (L and R) and the second the loudspeaker channel (1 and 2). The signals, $y_L(n)$ and $y_R(n)$, presented to a listener were obtained by filtering $s_L(n)$ and $s_R(n)$ with the inverse headphone impulse responses, $g_L(n)$ and $g_R(n)$, to account for the influence of the headphones using

$$y_L(n) = s_L(n) \ast g_L(n)$$
$$y_R(n) = s_R(n) \ast g_R(n).$$

(5.2)

### 5.2.2 ITD compression

The signal $x(n)$ was white noise that was separately generated for both loudspeaker-channels, resulting in decorrelated signals between the loudspeakers. ITD compression was applied for frequency regions corresponding to approximately 2 octaves centered around $f_c = 0.25$, 1 and 4 kHz. The instantaneous ITD fluctuations were compressed by using the method described in Catic et al. (2013) that is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1](image_url)
5.2 Method

The signals $s_L(n)$ and $s_R(n)$ were analysed by a fourth-order gammatone filter-bank with a reduced bandwidth of 0.5 ERB for center frequencies ranging from 131 to 13563 Hz. To avoid overlap between the filterbank channels, only every third filter of the original gammatone filterbank was used for analysis and reconstruction. The instantaneous ITD compression in the desired frequency region, corresponding to six gammatone filters, was then achieved by assigning an average phase to the left and right complex output of the respective channel as

$$\hat{\Phi}_L(n) = \hat{\Phi}_R(n) = (\Phi_L(n) + \Phi_R(n))/2.$$ (5.3)

The resulting signals, $\hat{s}_L(n)$ and $\hat{s}_R(n)$, were transformed back to the time domain by applying the corresponding reconstruction filterbank (Hohmann, 2002). The effect of the ITD compression is illustrated in Figure 5.2 for four signals, for which the relative occurrence of ITDs per frequency channel are shown in form of histograms.

The binaural signals were processed by a fourth order gammatone filterbank with 1-ERB wide filters. Subsequently, ITDs for each frequency channel were computed for frames of 20 ms with 50% overlap. Note that the specifications of this analysis gammatone filterbank are different from the one used for applying the ITD compression. It is expected that the ITDs show strong fluctuations across all frequency channels, due to the use of broadband, stochastic signals that are decorrelated. Furthermore, these fluctuations are emphasised by presenting lateral source positions via the stereo-setup. As can be seen in the top left panel of Figure 5.2, the reference condition without ITD compression produced indeed a uniform distribution of ITDs across frequencies. The manipulated signals, seen in the successive panels, show an accumulation of ITDs, i.e. reduced ITD fluctuations, in the frequency region where the ITD compression was applied (indicated by the dashed lines).

In addition, the influence of the applied ITD compression on the ILD fluctuations was analysed by calculating the frequency-dependent correlation coefficient between distributions of the ILD fluctuations for the reference condition and the signals with ITD compression. The results for one listener are displayed in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.2: Relative occurrences of ITDs per frequency channel shown in form of histograms. These results were obtained from a time-frequency analysis of ITDs for each binaural stimulus of one listener. From top left to bottom right panel: Reference signal (without ITD compression) and the signals with ITD compression for a bandwidth of approximately 2 octaves around the center frequencies $f_c = 0.25$, 1 and 4 kHz. A dark color represents a high relative occurrence of ITDs. The wide distribution of ITDs over the entire range of $\pm 1$ ms becomes concentrated around 0 ms in the frequency regions with ITD compression (indicated by the dashed lines). To the right of each panel the accumulated distribution across all frequency channels (center of gravity) is shown.

It can be seen that the correlation of ILD statistics between the unprocessed and processed signals was between 0.95 and 1 for most of the frequency channels. The lowest correlation values were obtained around the frequency regions where the ITD compression was applied. It can be concluded from these results that the applied ITD compression had a minimal influence on the ILD distributions.
5.3 Experimental procedure

In the experiment, a modified Multiple Stimulus with Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) procedure was used. It was decided to perform the experiment without an anchor since only the perceptual difference from the reference condition was of interest here. The listeners were asked to rate the four types of stimuli, three signals with ITD compression and the reference, in terms of apparent source width on a scale from 0 (narrow) to 100 % (wide). The total duration of one stimulus was 1.4 s. The stimuli were randomised for each presentation and listeners were instructed to identify the hidden reference by assigning a score of 100 %. The stimuli and the reference could be played back as often as desired by the listener. In total, five normal hearing listeners participated and the test was repeated four times per listener. All listeners completed an initial training phase prior to the experiment.

5.4 Results and Discussion

The results of the listening experiment are shown in Figure 5.4. On the x-axis, the experimental conditions are indicated by the center frequencies of the ITD compressed frequency regions. On the left y-axis, the obtained ASW data (rep-
resented by filled ‘□’) is shown as mean value and standard error across all listeners and repetitions. The lower the assigned score in ASW the narrower the sound source was perceived. It can be seen that the perceived ASW decreased when the ITD compression was applied. While ITD compression at 0.25 kHz reduced the measured ASW by 50 %, the largest reduction of ASW was obtained for the ITD compressed signal at 1 kHz. For the stimulus with ITD compression at 4 kHz, no difference compared to the reference condition was found. The effect of the applied ITD compression at different center frequencies on the ASW data was analysed through a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) \[ F(3, 12) = 39.98, p < 0.001 \]. The results of a post hoc (Tuckey’s test) comparison revealed that the described differences between the reference condition and the stimuli at 0.25 and 1 kHz were significant \( p < 0.001 \), whereas no significant difference was found between reference condition and the stimulus at 4 kHz.

On the right y-axis of Figure 5.4, the measured interaural cross-correlation (IACC) values (represented by filled ‘o’) between left and right ear signal, \( s_L(n) \) and \( s_R(n) \), are shown. They were obtained for each listener separately (acc. to Eqn. 2.2 for the entire signal duration) and the mean and standard deviation across all listeners are plotted. Note that the scale in the plot is reversed to meet the general assumption that low correlation values correspond to a wide ASW. The IACC-based analysis, however, does not reflect the psychoacoustic data: It can be seen that for the first three experimental conditions the IACC has a constant value of around 0.2 indicating that the ITD compression did not alter the IACC value from the reference condition for these signals. In contrast, these conditions are perceived with a decreasing ASW. Similary, the stimulus at 4 kHz is perceived as unchanged compared to the reference condition whereas IACC increases to almost 0.4 which would suggest a narrower ASW.

On the same axis, the IACC\(_E3\) value (represented by ‘□’) is shown which is a frequency-averaged IACC over the octave bands 500 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz as defined in Okano et al. (1998). By definition, only the early part (first 80 ms) of an impulse response is considered in the calculation. However, this upper integration limit was neglected here and IACC\(_E3\) was calculated between the left and right ear signal, \( s_L(n) \) and \( s_R(n) \), for their entire duration. In contrast to the IACC, the IACC\(_E3\) is more affected by the applied ITD compression. It follows the trend of the ASW data but with a reduced sensitivity compared to the data. At the reference condition, IACC\(_E3\) has a value of 0.25 which decreases
at 0.25 kHz to around 0.35 and has the lowest value at 1 kHz of around 0.5. At 4 kHz the measured IACC\(_{E3}\) equals the one obtained at the reference condition.

![Graph showing ASW and IACC values](image)

Figure 5.4: Measured ASW data and IACC values as a function of the experimental conditions. On the left y-axis, the ASW data (represented by filled ‘□’) is shown as the mean and the standard error of the MUSHRA-test results across 5 listeners where 0 and 100% corresponds to a narrow and wide ASW, respectively. On the right y-axis, the measured IACC values (represented by filled ‘o’) between the left and right ear signals are shown as mean and standard deviation across the 5 listeners. Note that the scale is reversed. The experimental conditions on the x-axis comprise the signals with ITD compression for a bandwidth of approximately 2 octaves around the center frequencies \(f_c = 0.25, 1\) and \(4\) kHz and the reference signal Ref.

From the experimental results it becomes clear that for the perception of ASW the auditory system is most sensitive to ITD fluctuations for frequencies around 1 kHz. While at lower frequencies (around 0.25 kHz) the influence of ITD fluctuations on ASW is reduced, no contribution can be identified at higher frequencies (around 4 kHz). This indicates an upper frequency limit up to which ITD fluctuations are contributing to the perception of ASW. Because the ITD compression was applied with a bandwidth of approximately 2 octaves around the center frequencies, the frequency of 2 kHz is suggested as such limiting frequency.

In Blauert and Lindemann (1986a) and Käsbach et al. (2014a) (see Ch. 4) it was shown that listeners are still able to discriminate ASW for high frequency stimuli with a frequency content above 2 kHz. These findings are further supported by Blauert et al. (1986c) and highlight the importance of all frequency regions for the perception of the more general term spaciousness. Presumably, at higher frequencies the auditory system is likely to rely on ILD fluctuations as a cue for the perception of ASW. This needs to be further investigated though.

The results of this experiment showed that the traditional IACC could not account for the perceived changes in ASW with frequency. A similar discrepancy
between the perceived ASW and IACC predictions were reported in one of our earlier studies (Käsbach et al., 2013; see Ch. 3). The reason for the mismatch in both cases is that the IACC is not sensitive to instantaneous changes in the ear signals over time and frequency. In contrast, the IACC was found to correlate better with the ASW data which is due to the applied frequency-averaging over three octave-bands. An alternative measure based on ITD fluctuations is shown in Figure 5.2, where the right graph of each panel shows the accumulated distribution (center of gravity) of ITDs across frequencies. While this distribution is flat for the reference signal, representing a uniform distribution of ITDs, a peak with a decreasing variance becomes prominent with increasing center frequency of the compressed ITDs. The standard deviation or the difference between percentiles of such distribution was successfully used in van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) and Käsbach et al., 2016c (see Ch. 7), respectively, as corresponding prediction of ASW perception with a narrow distribution corresponding to a narrow ASW. The experimental results presented here could be used to formulate a weighting for the across-frequency integration of ITD fluctuations. A similar experiment could be used to determine the frequency-dependent contribution of ILD fluctuations. In addition, future investigations regarding the temporal integration of these fluctuations are required to form a single measure that reflects the perceived ASW (see Ch. 7). In Catic et al. (2013) it was reported that the compression of ITD fluctuations of a low-pass filtered speech signal at a lateral source position did not result in a loss of externalisation. However, for the here presented noise signals, listeners commented on perceiving a more internalised sound in case of a narrower ASW.

### 5.5 Summary and Conclusion

This study investigated the influence of ITD fluctuations on the percept of ASW by modifying these fluctuations in different frequency regions. The experimental results showed that ITD compression below 2 kHz substantially reduced the perceived ASW, whereas the modification of higher frequencies did not result in a change in ASW. This indicates that ITD fluctuations might only contribute to the perception of ASW for frequencies below 2 kHz. Hence, for the prediction of ASW perception, ITD fluctuations are important. In contrast, the IACC was found not to be very sensitive to ITD compression,
and consequently is not applicable in general terms as a predictor of ASW. In Käsbach et al. (2014a) it was shown that ILD fluctuations also correlate with perceptual data of ASW (see Ch. 7). Therefore, it would be important to carry out a similar study like the present one in order to clarify their contribution to the perception of ASW. The question remains on how the fluctuations of ITDs and ILDs are integrated by the auditory system across time and frequency. This important aspect will be addressed in future investigations.
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5. The impact of ITDs on ASW
The effect of hearing-aid processing on apparent source width perception in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners\textsuperscript{a}

Abstract

Objective: The first objective of this study was to compare spatial perception in hearing-impaired (HI) listeners to normal-hearing (NH) listeners by means of apparent source width (ASW). The second objective was to investigate the impact of behind-the-ear hearing aids (BTE-HAs) and wide-dynamic range compression (WDRC) on the listeners’ ASW perception. Design: The ASW was measured in six NH and six HI listeners in loudspeaker-based experiments using noise, speech and music stimuli. The listeners were tested unaided, and aided with BTE-HAs using two different programs, linear and WDRC processing. Results: In the unaided condition, the results of the HI listeners showed, with the exception of a single listener, a reduced sensitivity regarding ASW compared to the NH listeners. In the aided condition, the two HA programs equally altered ASW in the NH listeners and in the sensitive HI listener. The other five HI listeners remained generally insensitive to both programs. Conclusions: Listeners who showed ASW sensitivity were affected by the BTE-HA, independent of the selected program. Thus, the WDRC did not affect ASW perception, whereas the BTE-HAs’ microphone position did.

\textsuperscript{a} This chapter has been submitted to the Int. Journal of Audiology in June 2016 (Käsbach et al., 2016c).
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The apparent source width (ASW) describes the perceived spatial extent of a sound source in a room. It represents an important subjective attribute, e.g. for the evaluation of the sound quality in concert halls (Okano et al., 1998), and can affect sound source localization and speech intelligibility (e.g., Whitmer et al., 2012). In multi-talker environments, perceptually punctate sound sources might be easier to separate from each other than sources that are perceived as spatially diffuse (Noble et al., 1997). It has been demonstrated that important auditory cues contributing to the perception of ASW are temporal fluctuations of interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences (ILDs) (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986b), which are caused by room reflections, but also by reflections from the head and torso of the listener. An increasing amount of room reflections typically causes stronger temporal fluctuations of the binaural cues. One of the consequences is that the interaural coherence (IC), reflecting the similarity between the two ear signals, decreases with increasing amount of room reverberation which, in turn, is linked to an increased ASW (Ando, 2007).

However, while such a relationship has been found in normal-hearing (NH) listeners (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a), Whitmer et al. (2012, 2014) showed that hearing-impaired (HI) listeners indicated a roughly constant ASW in corresponding measurements, independent of the stimulus IC. It was argued that this might be caused by the HI listeners’ degraded ability to detect instantaneous interaural phase differences, e.g. due to a degraded representation of temporal fine structure (TFS) information in the peripheral auditory system. Whitmer et al. (2014) suggested that the observed constant ASW values might then have been mainly driven by the ILDs of the stimuli that did not vary across the conditions in their study. Furthermore, the same authors investigated the relation between ASW perception and azimuthal localization accuracy and found only a low correlation in the data.

A major purpose of hearing aids (HAs) is to restore audibility for the HI listeners while, ideally, maintaining the natural spatial perception of the target sound and the environment. However, spatial sound perception might be affected by compression, such as wide dynamic-range compression (WDRC), which is commonly applied to provide level-dependent gain in different frequency
bands in the individual listeners. WDRC decreases the dynamic level range of an acoustic signal and is meant to compensate for loudness recruitment in HI listeners with a sensorineural hearing loss (Allen, 1996; Villchur, 1973). If no linked processing between the left-ear and right-ear HAs is provided, WDRC acts independently in the two instruments. This may lead to alterations of the interaural cues and, thus, could affect ASW perception. Besides the applied HA processing, the HA microphones’ position and directivity pattern might influence spatial perception (Best et al., 2010). In a behind-the-ear (BTE) HA, the placement of the microphones results in spectral changes of the ear signals that are source-direction dependent and pronounced at high frequencies, relative to the listener’s head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) in the unaided situation (Sivonen, 2011). Thus, natural pinna cues are not available to the listener when wearing BTE HAs. The locations of the microphones are typically taken into account in the HA signal processing by standardized compensation filters (e.g., Bentler and Pavlovic, 1989; Moore et al., 2010) and the use of dedicated beam forming settings to restore the directivity of the pinna (Kuk et al., 2013). However, due to the non-individualized compensation strategy, source-direction dependent spectral differences relative to the individual listener’s HRTFs remain. Hence, the localization accuracy and ASW perception of the aided listener might be affected.

Several studies have investigated the impact of WDRC on ITD and ILD discrimination (Musa-Shufani et al., 2006), localization performance (Wiggins and Seeber, 2011, 2012) and ASW (Whitmer and Akeroyd, 2013). Musa-Shufani et al. (2006) considered ITD and ILD discrimination in NH and HI listeners using several WDRC settings. They found that WDRC increased the just-noticeable-differences (JNDS) for ILDs in both listener groups, especially at high frequencies, whereas no effect on ITDs was observed. The ILD effect was rather small in conditions with low compression ratios (3:1), commonly used in HAs, and long attack time constants (200 ms), but increased at higher compression ratios (8:1) and faster attack time constants (2 ms), whereby the release time was kept constant at 500 ms throughout the conditions. In the HI listeners of their study, the ILD JNDS were similar to those obtained with NH listeners, whereas their ITD JNDS were about 6 times larger than in the NH listeners. Wiggins and Seeber (2011, 2012) showed that fast-acting WDRC, applied separately at both ears of the listener and only at frequencies above 2 kHz, with an attack time of 5 ms, a release time of 60 ms and a compression ratio of 3:1, affected the listeners’
The effect of HA processing on ASW in NH and HI listeners lateralization performance, consistent with the results of Musa-Shufani et al. (2006). The ILDs were reduced in Wiggins and Seeber (2011, 2012) as a result of the applied compression ratio which also decreased the perceived angle of the presented sound source, mostly for signals with abrupt onsets and offsets. For signals with gradual onsets and offsets, including speech, the applied WDRC caused an increase in ASW which they referred to as "increased diffuseness". In addition, the WDRC increased the occurrences of "image splits", i.e. the perception of two sound sources instead of a single one. The lateralization effects, the increased ASW and the increased occurrences of "image splits" were found to be more pronounced in a high-pass filtered condition (with a cut-off frequency of 2 kHz) compared to the full-bandwidth condition where listeners were simultaneously presented with unprocessed low-frequency cues. In both studies (Wiggins and Seeber, 2011, 2012), only NH listeners were tested in head-phone experiments using binaural simulations (based on non-individualized HRTFs) of single sources. Therefore, the influence of WDRC could only be evaluated for point-like sources (small ASW) as a reference and not for larger ASWs. In Whitmer and Akeroyd (2013), real HAs were used and ASW perception was investigated in HI listeners using a virtual sound environment. They found no effect of HA processing on ASW perception. However, the participants were wearing their own HA with individual signal-processing settings which did not allow for a more controlled stimulus presentation.

In the present study, the impact of a BTE-HA on ASW perception in NH and HI listeners for controlled stimuli was investigated using loudspeaker-based listening tests. The influence of linear amplification versus WDRC was investigated and compared to corresponding results obtained in the unaided conditions. The presented stimuli in the different conditions were analyzed in terms of their binaural cues (IC, ITDs and ILDs) to explore their contributions to ASW.

### 6.2 Methods

#### 6.2.1 Listeners

6 NH (5 male and 1 female) and 6 HI (male) listeners participated in the listening experiments. The NH listeners were 27 to 32 years old and had hearing thresholds below +20 dB hearing level (HL) for the octave frequencies between
125 and 8000 Hz. The HI listeners were between 59 and 75 years old and were diagnosed with a symmetrically mild-to-moderate sensorineural hearing loss. Their audiograms are shown in Figure 6.1. The left-ear and right-ear pure-tone hearing thresholds of the individual listeners ranged between 0 and 10 dB in the frequency range from 0.25 to 2 kHz and from 0 to 15 dB at the frequencies 4 and 8 kHz. All HI listeners had been hearing-aid users for at least 4 months.

6.2.2 Stimuli and Procedure

Listening room and experimental setup

For the listening test, five distinct physical source widths (PSW) were reproduced via loudspeakers to generate corresponding distinctive sensations of ASW. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.2. Three loudspeaker pairs, with loudspeakers of type Dynaudio BM6, were installed in a line array in a standardized IEC listening room with a reverberation time of $T_{30} = 0.4$ s. The loudspeakers were positioned at opening angles of 16°, 30° and 42.5° with corresponding distances from the listening position between 1.75 and 2.30 m. In addition, a center loudspeaker (at 0° and 1.70 m distance) was used as a reference. An overview of the setup is provided in Table 6.1.

Source widening algorithm

Each loudspeaker pair produced a phantom source in the center of the line-array. The PSW was controlled by the opening angle of the loudspeakers (Frank, 2013) and by applying the "efficient source widening" algorithm described in Zotter.
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and Frank (2013). The algorithm generates two filters, one for the left and one for the right loudspeaker channel. It imposes a cosine-modulated inter-channel time delay $\tau$ with a modulation period of $\Delta f = 1/T$, with $T$ representing the modulation period. The modulated time delay corresponds to a sinusoidal modulation of the phase spectrum in the frequency domain with a modulation depth expressed as phase $\Phi = \tau/T$. The modulation of the spectrum for the left and right channel, respectively, results in:

$$H_{L,R}(\omega) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} e^{\pm i\Phi \sin(\omega T)}, \quad (6.1)$$

with $\omega$ representing the angular frequency. Two finite impulse response (FIR) filters were generated, one for the left loudspeaker channel and one for the right loudspeaker channel, and convolved with the mono source signals. Each filter consisted of 5 filter coefficients, separated by $N = T \cdot f_s$ samples, with $f_s$ denoting the sampling frequency. The free parameters of the algorithm were set to $N = 132$ samples at $f_s = 44.1$ kHz and $T = 3$ ms. The modulation depth phase $\Phi$ was set individually for each loudspeaker pair. Five distinct PSW values (#1 to #5) were generated for the experiments. The corresponding angular distribution of the loudspeakers, the modulation depths settings for the source widening algorithm and the source receiver distances are listed in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSW</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LS ang.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>$\pm 16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>$\pm 30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>$\pm 30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>$\pm 42.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Parameters for the five distinct physical source width (PSW) values: Corresponding angular distribution of the loudspeakers, the source receiver distances and the modulation depths settings for the source widening algorithm.
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Stimuli

Three different source signals were used: anechoic speech (a male talker), anechoic guitar excerpts (a classical acoustic guitar playing staccato chords) and random pink noise. For each source, five different realizations were generated, each representing one of the five PSWs. The duration of each stimulus was 6 s. The processed signals were presented to the listeners at a sound pressure level (SPL) of 70 dB (with a maximal deviation of +0.3 and -1 dB) based on the long-term root mean square (RMS) value of the individual signals.

Hearing aid conditions

The obtained stimuli were tested for three different HA conditions: A reference condition without hearing aids ("undaided") and two "aided" conditions were considered where either linear HA processing (referred to as "lin HA") or wide-dynamic range compression (referred to as "WDRC HA") was applied. In the aided conditions, behind-the-ear (BTE) HAs of type Widex Dream Fusion with in-canal receivers were bilaterally fitted to the individual listener. The receiver was inserted in a listener's ear with a closed fitting using instant double ear-tips with a 1 mm vent. In the case of linear HA processing, the insertion gain for the HI listeners was based on the average pure-tone thresholds across listeners following the NAL-R(P) rationale (Byrne et al., 1990). This was reasonable due to the homogeneous audiograms across the HI listeners. For NH listeners, no insertion gain was applied in the linear HA processing. The program with WDRC used a compression ratio of 2:1 and attack and release times of 11.5 ms and 100 ms, respectively, which were measured according to IEC 60118-2 (1983). The compression knee-point was set to 35 dB SPL in 15 frequency bands covering the frequency range from 100 Hz to 10 kHz. The insertion gain of the program with WDRC was linearly increased by 13 dB from the NAL-R(P) gain, to achieve the same overall SPL of the stimuli as in case of the linear HA processing. The HAs operated independently, i.e. no cross link was established between the left-ear and right-ear HA. No further signal processing, such as beam-forming, noise-reduction or feedback control, was applied. However, standardized filters were active that compensated for the microphone position. In the present study, one of the HI listeners, was not available for the data collection in the aided condition with the BTE HAs. For this subject, these data were collected
using a master hearing aid (MHA; Buchholz, 2013) with BTE satellites including the receiver and with the same two programs, linear amplification and WDRC, whereby it was attempted to provide a similar processing in the two HA types.

**Procedure**

The listeners were asked to indicate the ASW by separately identifying the left most and the right most extension of the phantom sound source (adapted from Käsbach et al., 2014a). An acoustically transparent curtain was installed in front of the entire loudspeaker setup to avoid any impact of visual cues provided by the loudspeakers on the ASW estimates. The listeners were asked to project their sensation of ASW on a visual degree scale in front of the curtain placed at the same height as that of the loudspeakers, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The same scale was displayed on a touchscreen that the listeners used to indicate their responses, separately for the left and the right boundary of the perceived sound. Each sound was evaluated individually. A reference sound (PSW #5 with pink noise) was available to the listener throughout the entire experimental procedure such that the listeners had the opportunity to compare the current sound with the reference. In addition, the listeners could indicate with a checkbox whether a split image was perceived for a presented stimulus, i.e. the perception of two phantom sound sources instead of a single one. In total, 45 stimuli were tested per HA condition. The HA conditions were arranged using a Latin-rectangular design and the stimuli were presented in randomized order in each HA condition. Each stimulus was presented three times.

![Figure 6.2: Sketch of the experimental set-up and procedure. The loudspeaker pairs (see Table 6.1) generate a phantom source at 0°. Subjects were asked to indicate the ASW in degree on the given scale, separately for the left and right boundary of the source image.](image-url)
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6.2.3 Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis, a linear mixed-effects model was fitted to the data with 4 fixed factors and 2 random factors. In the model, the parameters PSW, source signal, HA condition and listener group (NH or HI listeners) were considered as fixed factors and the participants and repetitions were considered as random factors. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with the response variable ASW, which was calculated as the difference between the measured left and right boundaries. After contrasting NH and HI listeners, the two groups were analyzed separately. An ANOVA was performed on a mixed model for each group individually, with the remaining 3 fixed factors (PSW, source signal and HA condition) and the random factors participants and repetitions. A post-hoc analysis was performed using pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections, with a correction factor of $c = \frac{L-1}{\sum l} l$, where $c$ represents the number of comparisons between the $L$ levels of each considered fixed factor in the mixed model (which will be specified in the results section together with $p_{\text{posthoc}}$). 

6.2.4 Binaural cue analysis

Binaural recordings were obtained with a head-and-torso simulator (HATS) at the listener position. The recordings were used to analyze the binaural cues IC, ITD and ILD in the various listening conditions.

Interaural coherence (IC)

The interaural coherence (IC) represents the absolute maximum value of the energy-normalized interaural cross-correlation function between the left-ear and the right-ear signals for time-lags between $+1$ and $-1$ ms (Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a). The broad-band analysis of IC is termed here interaural cross-correlation coefficient (IACC$_{\text{broad}}$, Ando, 2007). In addition, a modified version of the IACC$_{\text{broad}}$, the IACC$_{E3}$, was considered that averages the IC over three frequency bands centered at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz (Okano et al., 1998). IACC$_{\text{broad}}$ and IACC$_{E3}$ were here calculated for the entire duration of the binaural recordings.
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ITDs and ILDs

The statistical distributions of the ITDs and ILDs in the different stimulus conditions were considered in terms of histograms indicating the relative occurrence of these cues as a function of frequency. According to van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013), a broader distribution of the ITDs corresponds to a wider ASW perception. The same approach was considered here for the ILDs. First, a time-frequency analysis of the left- and right-ear signals was performed, using a fourth-order gammatone filterbank with one equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB; Glasberg and Moore, 1990) filters in the range from 80 Hz to 18 kHz. Then, in each frequency channel, the ITD and ILD statistics were computed for time frames of 20 ms and an overlap of 50%. Cross-correlations between ITD and ILD histograms were calculated to compare different stimulus conditions to each other. The correlation per frequency band was evaluated at lag zero of the cross-correlation function and the calculations were performed for five distinct angular positions of the HATS’ head, ranging from -40 to +40 degrees in 20 degree steps. This was done to provide an analysis that reflects the listening situation, where the listeners were allowed to move their head during the experiment.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Experimental data

Figure 6.3 shows the results of the listening experiments obtained in the unaided conditions, i.e without HAs. The data for the normal-hearing (NH) listeners are shown in the left panel and the results for the hearing-impaired (HI) listeners are shown in the right panel. The measured ASW values (indicated on the abscissa) are shown for the different values of the PSW, #1 to #5, as indicated on the ordinate. The different line styles in the two panels show the results for the different stimulus types (noise, speech and guitar). For each stimulus type, two functions are shown, one representing the left boundary (negative values) and one representing the right boundary (positive values), given in degrees. The symbols represent median values obtained across listeners and repetitions. The error bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. For the
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NH listeners (left panel), small ASWs were associated with small PSW values and an increase of PSW caused an increase of ASW. In the case of the noise source (solid black line), the ASW amounted to ±10° for PSW #1 and to ±40° for PSW #5. This stimulus produced the largest dynamic range of observed ASW values, i.e. the biggest difference between the largest and the smallest ASW. The dynamic range was reduced ($p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.001, c_{\text{HA}} = 3$) for the speech (dashed grey curves) and the guitar sources (dotted light grey curve), which produced almost identical ASW values ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.36, c_{\text{HA}} = 3$). For the speech and guitar sources, the PSW #1 led to ASW estimates corresponding to about 5° while the PSW #5 produced ASW sensations corresponding to about 30°. The main factor PSW had the largest effect size ($F(4, 20) = 110, p < 0.001$). The source signal ($F(2, 719) = 31.8, p < 0.001$) as well as an interaction term between the PSW and the source signal ($F(8, 718) = 9.5, p < 0.001$) were identified as significant factors. In the random effects, significant interactions were found between participants and PSW ($\chi^2 = 92.4, p < 0.001$) as well as between participants and repetitions ($\chi^2 = 34.5, p < 0.001$). The results demonstrated differences of the ASW sensations obtained for the different PSWs as was also supported by the post-hoc analysis ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.001, c_{\text{PSW}} = 10$), except for the PSWs #1 and #2.

Figure 6.3: Averaged ASW results for normal-hearing (NH) (left) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners (right). ASW is shown in degrees on the x-axis, as left and right expansion of the sound source, as a function of the physical source width (PSW), PSW #1 (narrow) to #5 (wide). Plotted are the median and respective 25th and 75th percentiles. Shown are the results for all source signals in the condition without hearing aid [unaided]. The various stimuli in each panel are represented by the different line styles and grey shades.

The results for the HI listeners (right panel of Figure 6.3) show a different pattern than those obtained for the NH listeners. In fact, the dynamic range of the ASW ratings was found to be reduced for all three source types. In contrast to the results for the NH listeners, the ASW ratings were essentially independent of the PSW. Specifically, a small PSW value (PSW #1) produced a larger ASW in
the HI listeners than in the NH listeners, whereas a large PSW value (PSW #5) resulted in smaller ASW values than in the NH listeners. This demonstrates a reduced sensitivity of the HI listeners with respect to changes in ASW compared to the NH listeners ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.02$, no correction). The slight asymmetry in the HI data regarding the left and the right boundary estimates was mainly due to larger individual differences in ASW. The statistical analysis of the HI data revealed significant effects caused by the factors PSW ($F(4, 666) = 12.1$, $p < 0.001$), source signal ($F(2, 666) = 15.1$, $p < 0.001$) and an interaction between the two ($F(8, 666) = 4$, $p < 0.001$). Overall, reduced effect sizes (reduced F-values) were found for the HI data compared to the NH data. In the random effects, significant interactions were found between participants and repetitions ($\chi^2 = 204$, $p < 0.001$). A post-hoc analysis confirmed the similarity in ASW between two neighboring PSW values, but showed significant differences of ASWs for PSW values further apart ($p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.001$, $c_{\text{PSW}} = 10$) indicating that ASW perception was not entirely independent of PSW in these listeners. Significant differences were also found for these listeners when comparing the results obtained for the different source signals to each other, i.e. noise and speech ($p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.001$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$), noise and guitar ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.03$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$) as well as speech and guitar ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.01$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$).

Figure 6.4 shows the results of the listening experiment obtained in the aided conditions, i.e. with HAs with the two programs “linear” or “WDRC” processing. The results are only shown for the noise source condition since the data exhibited the largest dynamic range of ASWs for this stimulus. The squares
represent the results for the linear processing and the diamonds indicate the results obtained with the WDRC processing. For comparison, the circles represent the results for the unaided condition (replot from Fig. 6.3). For the NH listeners (left panel), the HA processing caused smaller ASWs compared to the unaided condition ($p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.01$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$; for the noise source), regardless of the selected program, especially for the PSWs of #3 and #5 (but not for PSW #1 and #4). Besides the HA condition as a significant main factor ($F(2, 10) = 7.7, p = 0.01$), an interaction between PSW and HA condition ($F(8, 719) = 12, p < 0.001$), source signal and HA condition ($F = 5.4(4, 719), p < 0.001$) as well as a three-way interaction between HA condition, PSW and source signal ($F(16, 719) = 3.3, p < 0.001$) were found. In the random effects, significant interactions were found between participants and HA condition ($\chi^2 = 14.2, p < 0.001$). Considering all source signals together, only a significant difference between linear processing [lin HA] and the unaided condition remained. For the speech and guitar sources (not shown), the reduction in ASW compared to the unaided condition was, on average, less pronounced and led to an increased ASW for PSW #1. Significant differences were found for the speech source between the unaided condition and the linear processing ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.01$) and the linear and the WDRC processing ($p_{\text{posthoc}} < 0.01$), but not for the guitar source. In contrast, for the HI listeners (right panel), the HA conditions tended to produce slightly (but not significantly; $p_{\text{posthoc}} = 1$ and $p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.32$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$; for the [HA lin] and [HA WDRC], respectively) larger ASW values compared to the unaided condition. Furthermore, the pattern was found to be more asymmetric for the HI listeners due to larger differences across the listeners (see Fig. 6.6). For the HI listeners, the HA condition was found to be a non-significant factor ($F(2, 14) = 1.6, p = 0.24$). However, a significant interaction between the HA condition and the source signal ($F(8, 666) = 3.6, p < 0.001$) was found, even though the posthoc analysis did not reveal significant differences between the HA conditions for any source type ($p_{\text{posthoc}} = 1$ and $p_{\text{posthoc}} = 0.32$, $c_{\text{HA}} = 3$; for the [HA lin] and [HA WDRC], respectively). In the random effects, significant interactions were found between participants and HA condition ($\chi^2 = 406.3, p < 0.001$) as well as repetition and HA condition ($\chi^2 = 147.8, p < 0.001$). Figure 5 (left) shows the individual ASW data for the six NH listeners represented in the individual panels. The results are shown for the noise source alone, contrasting the unaided condition (circles) and the aided conditions (squares for the lin HA and diamonds for the WDRC HA). The dynamic range of ASWs in the unaided
condition varied across the individual listeners, such that small PSW values were perceived in the range of ±5° to ±15° ASW and large PSW values were perceived in the range of ±30° to ±50°. However, each listener provided largely reproducible responses as indicated by the small error bars within about 5°. For the listeners shown in the top panels, KSt (top) and AP (right), the WDRC caused a strong reduction in ASW for all presented PSW values. The linear processing did also affect listener KSt in a similar fashion as the WDRC at large PSW values, whereas for listener AP the linear processing resulted in similar ASW values as in the unaided condition (except for the PSWs #1 and #5). The remaining listeners were affected less by the WDRC processing. Listener MM (left middle panel) revealed a very large dynamic range of ASW in the unaided condition which was similarly reduced in the cases of both HA programs (mainly for PSW #1 and #3). Interestingly, for listener PC (right middle panel), the linear processing led to an ASW of about 20°, independent of the PSW, whereas the WDRC program had a smaller impact on the listener's ASW. Similar effects were observed for listener CS (bottom left panel), especially for the PSWs #1 to #3. For listener KG (bottom right panel), only minor changes in ASW due to HA processing were found. The HA produced increased error bars in some of the listeners (KSt, MM, CS, KG) in several conditions (PSW #2, #2, #1 and #3, respectively), which indicates a reduced precision in determining the left and right boundaries. Listener CS was the only listener that indicated 3 image splits (one each for PSW #2, #3 and #4) in the unaided condition.

Figure 6.6 shows the individual ASW data for the six HI listeners. In the unaided condition (circles), almost constant ASW values independent of the presented PSW were obtained for most of the listeners, reflecting a low sensitivity to changes of the PSW. The obtained ASW values varied across listeners in the range from ±5° to ±20°. However, as for the NH listeners, the individual listeners were very consistent in their responses as reflected by small error bars of below 5°. Listener JG (top left panel) was the only listener who showed ASW ratings that were similar to those of the NH listeners, although with a lower precision of determining the spatial boundaries, as reflected by the larger error bars (20°). For this listener, the results were obtained with the master hearing aid (MHA). While the linear processing [lin MHA] (squares) essentially preserved the ASW performance, the WDRC program (diamonds) led to an increased ASW, especially for PSWs #1 and #2. Listener KM (top right panel) showed small dif-
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Figure 6.5: Individual ASW results for the 6 normal-hearing (NH) listeners. ASW is shown in degrees on the x-axis, as left and right expansion of the sound source, as a function of the physical source width (PSW), PSW #1 (narrow) to #5 (wide). Plotted are the median and respective 25th and 75th percentiles. Results are shown for all hearing aid conditions [unaided], [lin HA] and [WDRC HA] in case of the pink noise signal. The various HA conditions are represented by the different symbols.

ferences in ASW only for the left boundary estimate with increasing PSW which was almost unaffected by the HA processing. For the remaining listeners, a monotonic increase of ASW with PSW was absent and the ASW values observed in the unaided condition were roughly constant (e.g. listeners KL and JHN in the middle panel). Listeners KS and ET (bottom panels) indicated different values for the left and the right boundary estimates. These differences were found to be even more pronounced in the conditions with HA processing, as indicated by large shifts of the boundary estimates. These results might have
been caused by an asymmetric head-positioning during the experiments or by an asymmetric placement of the hearing aids. Listener JHN was the only one that indicated 2 image splits for the [lin HA] condition.

Figure 6.6: Individual ASW results for 6 hearing-impaired (HI) listeners. ASW is shown in degrees on the x-axis, as left and right expansion of the sound source, as a function of the physical source width (PSW), PSW #1 (narrow) to #5 (wide). Plotted are the median and respective 25th and 75th percentiles. Results are shown for all hearing aid conditions [unaided], [lin HA] and [WDRC HA] in case of the pink noise signal. Note that for listener JG, the HA data was not available and the MHA data is shown instead. The various HA conditions are represented by the different symbols.

6.3.2 IC Analysis

Figure 6.7 shows IACC$\text{broad}$ (top panels) and IACC$\text{E3}$ (bottom panels) predictions for the same stimuli as used for the experiments for the unaided condition.
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As for the experimental data, two boundaries are shown in the simulations. The model produced only a single output value such that the two boundaries represent mirrored versions of each other. The IACC\textsubscript{broad} estimation captures the trend in the measured data for the speech signal (dashed dark grey line) and the guitar (dotted light grey line), except for PSW #5, where the IACC\textsubscript{broad} estimation does not further increase in contrast to the measured data. However, for the noise source, the model is insensitive with respect to changes of PSW, which is inconsistent with the data. The model correctly predicts a generally larger ASW for the noise source compared to the other two sources. The right panel of Fig. 6.7 shows the predictions obtained for the aided conditions. Here, the model remains insensitive and provides the same values as in the unaided condition, independent of the selected HA processing. The left bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows the IACC\textsubscript{E3}-based prediction for the different source signals in the unaided condition. In contrast to the IACC\textsubscript{broad}-based prediction, the IACC\textsubscript{E3} correctly captures the trend of the data for all three source signals. However, IACC\textsubscript{E3} is not consistent with the measured data in some conditions. For example, the model shows a decrease between PSW #4 and PSW #5 in the cases of the noise and the guitar sources and predicts equal values for PSW #1 and PSW #2 in the case of the guitar source. Also, the perceptual differences between the noise source and the other two sources are not captured by this model. Similarly, IACC\textsubscript{E3} (right bottom panel) cannot reveal any differences between the HA conditions. Comparisons of the performance between the IACC\textsubscript{E3}-based (average of three octave bands) and IACC\textsubscript{broad}-based (broadband analysis) ASW predictions suggest that a frequency-selective analysis seems to be important in the calculations.

### 6.3.3 ITD and ILD Analysis

The analysis of the IACC\textsubscript{broad} or IACC\textsubscript{E3} did not show any differences between the HA conditions. Therefore, other cues must have contributed to the measured differences in ASW caused by the HA processing. Figure 6.8 shows the ITD histograms for the noise source in the unaided condition for PSW #1 (left panel) and PSW #5 (right panel). The ITDs are shown as a function of frequency. A dark color indicates a high probability of occurrence of ITDs. When comparing PSW #1 and PSW #5, it can be seen that the spread of ITDs increases as well, especially at frequencies below 1 kHz. For frequencies above 1 kHz, ambiguous
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ITDs occur which decrease with increasing frequency. They are caused by the periodicity in the interaural cross-correlation function used to extract the ITDs and are equal to the reciprocal of the corresponding center frequency in each frequency channel.

Figure 6.9 shows the histograms for the ILDs for PSW #1 (left panel) and PSW #5 (right panel). The spread of ILDs is larger for PSW #5, especially at frequencies between 500 and 2000 Hz, even though less pronounced as for the ITDs. Thus, both cues, ITDs and ILDs, show an increase in their fluctuations over time with increasing the PSW.

To further quantify the changes in the physical properties of the stimulus between the aided and the unaided condition, cross-correlations between their ITD and ILD histograms were calculated. Figure 6.10 displays the correlation across frequency bands between ITD histograms (top panel) and ILD histograms (bottom panel). The figure compares the WDRC HA and the unaided condition.
6.3 Results

Figure 6.8: Normalized occurrences of ITDs per frequency channel shown in form of histograms. Results are here shown for the pink noise source for the extrema of the physical source width (PSW), narrow (PSW #1) in the left panel and wide (PSW #5) in the right panel. A dark color represents a high relative occurrence of ITDs. The accumulated distribution across all frequency channels (center of gravity) is shown at the bottom of each panel.

Figure 6.9: Normalized occurrences of ILDs per frequency channel shown in form of histograms. Results are here shown for the pink noise source for the extrema of the physical source width (PSW), narrow (PSW #1) in the left panel and wide (PSW #5) in the right panel. A dark color represents a high relative occurrence of ILDs. The accumulated distribution across all frequency channels (center of gravity) is shown at the bottom of each panel.

in the case of the noise source and PSW #5, where significant differences in ASW for NH listeners were measured between both HA conditions. The correlation for each angular position of the HATS’ head is indicated by the different grey-shades. The mean correlation across all head orientations is shown in the same plot as a thick red line. Its average and the corresponding rms-error across the frequency bands, indicated by vertical dashed lines, are displayed on top of each panel. For the ITDs, the average correlation between the WDRC HA and the unaided conditions is high and drops at frequencies above about 1.5 kHz. This is due to small wavelengths at high frequencies, where small differences between the measurement positions in the aided and the unaided conditions resulted in large differences in ITDs, and hence a low correlation. Therefore, above 1.5 kHz, a comparison between unaided and aided conditions based on
their ITD histograms becomes inaccurate. The average correlation of the ITDs up to this frequency limit was 0.85. Thus, the ITDs - as well as the IC - were mainly maintained by the HA. The agreement between both measures, ITDs and IC, might be explained by the fact that both are extracted from the interaural cross-correlation function. For the ILDs a lower average correlation of 0.75 was obtained. Here, only frequencies between 0.5 and 10 kHz were considered, since ILDs were maintained below 0.5 kHz and the HA's cut-off frequency was at 10 kHz. ILDs were mostly modified at 1, 2 and between 4 and 8 kHz. The lower correlation of ILDs as opposed to the correlation of ITDs shows that ILDs have been altered more strongly than ITDs. The same analysis for the the unaided and the linear HA condition revealed similar results as shown for the WDRC processing. Therefore, based on the analysis of histogram correlations, modifications of ILDs might have constituted the lower ASW in the aided compared to the unaided condition, independent of the HA program.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 ASW perception in "unaided" NH and HI listeners

The results showed that the NH listeners could well distinguish the ASWs of the presented PSW values for a given source signal. The pink noise source was generally associated with a larger ASW than the speech and guitar sources. This might be due to the spectral differences between the three sources. The pink
noise signal had more energy at low frequencies than the other two signals and low frequencies generally cause a larger ASW than high frequencies in sounds with constant IC (e.g.; Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a and Käsbach et al., 2014a. In contrast to the NH listeners, the HI listeners generally showed a reduced dynamic range of ASW values for all three source signals. In acoustically dry environments (such as represented by PSW #1 and corresponding to a high IC), the HI listeners assigned larger ASW values to the sounds than the NH listeners, whereas in reverberant spaces (represented by PSW #5 and corresponding to a low IC), the HI listeners’ ASW was found to be smaller than for the NH listeners. However, the within-listener variability of ASW was similar in both listener groups. Overall, consistent with earlier results reported in Whitmer et al. (2012, 2014), the results of the present study demonstrated a reduced sensitivity to changes in ASW across conditions in most HI listeners, which might be detrimental for sound source separation, e.g. in multi-talker conditions.

6.4.2 ASW perception in aided conditions

Wearing the BTE-HAs created a smaller ASW in the NH listeners in the case of the noise source, especially for PSW #1 and #3. In addition, some listeners showed a reduced precision in terms of determining the boundaries of the sound images for several PSWs. Both effects were independent of the selected HA program. Thus, the change in ASW perception could not be associated with WDRC. In the HI listeners, the HA did neither restore nor negatively affect the ASW compared to the unaided condition, with the exception of one listener (JG), whose performance was similar to that of the NH listeners. This suggests that, in comparison to the NH listeners, the HI listeners were generally less sensitive to listening through the HA, for both HA programs. Neither the HI listeners (besides only two incidences) nor the NH listeners reported occurrences of image splits for either HA program. However, the smaller ASW ratings in the NH listeners obtained in the two aided conditions were probably related to changes in the ILD distributions relative to the unaided conditions. These occurred primarily at high frequencies presumably due to the microphone placement behind the ear of the listener. For frontal source directions, resonance frequencies measured behind the ear of a listener are different, especially for frequencies above 2 kHz, from those measured at the entrance of the ear canal capturing pinna reflections (Sivonen, 2011). This suggests that the applied compensation
filters for the microphone position were insufficient to maintain the natural ASW perception in the individual listener. While changes in ILDs at high frequencies might have affected the ASW of the NH listeners, such cues probably remained inaudible for most of the tested HI listeners. One reason might be the generally higher just noticeable differences for ILDs in HI listeners (Musa-Shufani et al., 2006). Another reason might be that the applied insertion gain in the BTE-HA amplified resonance frequencies that deviated from individual pinna resonances which might be crucial for a correct ASW perception. To further investigate whether high-frequency ILDs change the ASW in a HI listener, an unaided condition with high-frequency amplification of the stimuli should be tested, e.g. using the experimental setup of the present study. If verified, it would be recommendable in the clinical profiling of the HI listeners to include measurements of ILD thresholds, besides measurements of ITD thresholds (or instantaneous interaural phase difference detection, e.g.; Whitmer et al., 2014), which might influence the choice of the HA type. Especially, it would be important to identify individual HI listeners that remain sensitive regarding ASW perception (as has been seen for listener JG in this study), since a BTE-HA might be detrimental for their ASW perception. Instead, such listeners could be offered in-the-ear (ITE) or completely-in-canal (CIC) HAs which preserve the listener’s pinna cues.

6.4.3 Effect of WDRC vs linear processing on ASW

Both HA programs led, on average, to the same ASW results. The setup was symmetrical which implied smaller natural ILDs as compared to a laterally presented sound source. The 2:1 compression of these small ILDs by the WDRC processing was probably below the listeners’ just noticeable difference for ILDs, such that differences between the two programs were, on average, not noticeable. Even sound sources with larger ASW (at higher PSW values), revealing larger ILDs compared to the compact source (see Fig.6.10), remained unaffected by the WDRC. A larger impact of WDRC on ASWs might be expected for laterally presented sound sources, which imply larger ILDs, and applying higher compression ratios than used in the current study. However, the compact speech source, presented through a single loudspeaker at 0° (PSW #1), was the only signal where significant differences between the linear and the WDRC processing were observed in the NH listeners. The ASW was found to be increased
here which is consistent with the results in Wiggins and Seeber (2011, 2012), where also an increased ASW for compact speech sources presented at ±60° was observed. Therefore, it seems that compact speech sources, as occurring in an acoustically dry environment (corresponding to a high IC), are affected by the WDRC processing for lateral as well as central source positions.

6.4.4 Perspectives

In this study, a reduced ASW sensitivity was found in the HI relative to the NH listeners. It is not clear to what extent limitations in ASW perception affect source segregation in a multi-talker environment. Such effects could, for example, be investigated by measuring speech intelligibility of a target-talker in the presence of maskers using compact as well as spatially diffuse sound sources. Furthermore, the findings of this study revealed strong similarities to results obtained in studies on externalization (Boyd et al., 2012). Their results showed that, in contrast to NH listeners, HI listeners revealed a reduced dynamic range of externalization, i.e. sounds were neither fully externalized nor internalized. Furthermore, a BTE-HA simulation with linear processing reduced the degree of externalization for NH listeners, but not in HI listeners. Thus, for NH listeners, the dynamic range of both, externalization and ASW, was reduced by the linear BTE-HA condition. Likewise, for HI listeners, neither externalization nor ASW were affected by such condition. It would be valuable to examine the relation between externalization and ASW perception in more detail. Finally, in the current study, the binaural cues (IC, ITDs and ILDs) were analyzed separately. Considering these cues together in an auditory modelling framework of ASW perception would help to further evaluate HA signal processing strategies and could provide guidelines of how to restore spatial perception in individual listeners. For example, the model suggested by van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) could be considered in such an investigation. However, their model is based on the evaluation of ITD fluctuations whereas the results from the current study suggest to also include ILDs in the analysis. Such a combined analysis of ITDs and ILDs was proposed in the functional auditory model of Mason et al., 2005b.
6.5 Summary and Conclusion

In the present study, ASW perception was investigated in NH and HI listeners. While the NH listeners were able to distinguish the ASW as a function of the physical source width, it was found that HI listeners were less sensitive in this task, which is consistent with the results in previous studies (Whitmer et al., 2012, 2014). On the one end of the scale, sounds that NH listeners assigned with a small ASW (as occurring in dry listening conditions) were typically associated with a larger ASW by the HI listeners. On the other end of the scale, sounds that the NH listeners assigned with a large ASW (as occurring in reverberant listening conditions) were rated smaller by the HI listeners. The overall dynamic range of ASW ratings was, therefore, clearly reduced in the HI group in comparison to the NH group. The influence of HA processing on ASW perception was also evaluated considering either linear or WDRC processing. The results showed a similar effect of the two programs: While for the NH listeners, the dynamic range of the ASW ratings was found to be reduced, HI listeners rated the ASW to be the same as in the unaided condition. An analysis of the IC and the statistics of ITDs and ILDs was performed for the stimuli used in the experiments. All three binaural cues were sensitive to changes in PSW. While IC and ITDs remained largely unaffected by the HA processing, the statistics of ILDs showed differences between the aided and unaided conditions. The microphone placement in the HAs was found to affect ASW more than the HA's signal processing itself, suggesting that the listener's natural HRTFs are important to maintain for an authentic spatial perception.
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Modelling apparent source width perception

Abstract

A primary function of the human auditory system is the spatial perception of sound sources in a local environment. This requires that the sound sources are externalized, referring to a correct localization in space (position and distance) and a compact sound image (Hartmann and Wittenberg, 1996). The present study focused on the compactness of sound sources, which is commonly referred to as the apparent source width (ASW). To elicit this perception, the auditory system has access to fluctuations of binaural cues, the interaural time differences (ITDs), interaural level differences (ILDs) and the interaural coherence (IC). To quantify their contribution to ASW, a functional model of ASW perception was developed. The model determines the left- and right-most boundary of a sound source using a statistical representation of ITDs and ILDs based on percentiles integrated over time and frequency. The model’s performance was evaluated against psychoacoustic data obtained with noise, speech and music signals in loudspeaker-based experiments. A robust model prediction of ASW was achieved based on an analysis of IC or ITDs, in contrast to an analysis based on a combination of ITDs and ILDs where the performance slightly decreased.

---

This chapter is an extended version of Käsbach et al. (2016b) (peer-reviewed article at the Proc. of ICA, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2016).
7. Modelling ASW perception

7.1 Introduction

Spatial perception implies decoding the auditory scene surrounding a listener. Each sound source in such a scene has a certain location and distance with respect to the listener. This spatial separation helps the listener to distinguish concurrent sources from each other, e.g., a target speaker from interfering noise sources. The perceived horizontal extent of sound sources is typically described by the apparent source width (ASW). A reduced sensitivity to ASW as, e.g., found in hearing-impaired listeners (Whitmer et al., 2012; Whitmer et al., 2014; Käs-bach et al., 2016c; see Ch. 6) may have consequences for the ability to spatially separate sound sources. Therefore, it is important to understand the contributing cues to ASW perception. Three binaural cues are commonly considered to contribute to the ASW of a sound source: The interaural time differences (ITDs), the interaural level differences (ILDs) and the interaural coherence (IC). Due to reflections in rooms and from the head and torso of the listener, all three cues fluctuate over time. With increasing amount of room reflections, the IC decreases and larger variations in ITDs and ILDs occur, leading to an increased ASW. The relation between the binaural cues and ASW can be exploited by binaural auditory models.

Traditional models of ASW have been used to evaluate the quality of concert halls by analyzing the interaural cross-correlation (IACC) function (Ando, 2007). Based on the IACC, the interaural coherence (IC) can be extracted as the absolute maximum value normalized by the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the left- and right-ear signals. Hereby, an inverse relation between IC and ASW exists. Okano et al. (1998) proposed a frequency-specific weighting of the IC, termed $IACC_{E3}$, that averages the IC in three octave bands centered at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz. The $IACC_{E3}$ is calculated for the first 80 ms of the binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) since early reflections are known to contribute mostly to ASW (Bradley, 2011). Zotter and Frank (2013) observed a high correlation of $r = 0.97$ between the $IACC_{E3}$ and the perceptual data obtained in a stereo loudspeaker measurement setup. Similar ideas as the ones provided by Okano et al. (1998) were implemented in a complex binaural auditory model by van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) which divides the input signal in a direct and a reverberant stream. From the direct stream, the model derives ITDs up to 2 kHz and estimates the ASW by averaging their standard deviation. In contrast to the
traditional IC-based measures, this model is applied on binaural recordings. The model showed higher correlations with perceptual data obtained using room simulations than the IACC\textsubscript{E3}. Blauert and Lindemann (1986b) proposed that both ITD and ILD fluctuations contribute to ASW. They combined the standard deviation of the two cues with equal weights and reported a higher correlation with the perceptual data ($r = 0.75$) than an IC-based model ($r = 0.61$). Later, Mason et al. (2005b) developed an ASW model that combined both ITDs and ILDs according to the duplex theory, by using ITDs at low frequencies and ILDs at high frequencies (Macpherson, 2002). Furthermore, the loudness of the stimuli was estimated and integrated in their model. Also, Okano et al. (1998) and van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) considered the sound pressure level (SPL) as an additional cue for ASW. Thus, several models of ASW have been presented, each validated on different perceptual datasets.

The present study investigated the generalizability of such models by evaluating their performance across three experimental datasets that were obtained for band limited and broadband noise, as well as for speech and music signals (Käsbach et al., 2014a; Käsbach et al., 2016c; Grosse et al., 2015). Here, it was investigated whether correlation-based approaches, i.e. using ICs or ITDs (as suggested by Okano et al. (1998) and van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013), respectively) are sufficient for the estimation of ASW. Furthermore, it was tested whether the analysis in the three octave bands at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz or below 2 kHz, is most appropriate or whether high-frequency ICs or ITDs also contribute to ASW. Finally, it was evaluated if a model combining ITDs and ILDs (as suggested by Blauert and Lindemann (1986b) and Mason et al. (2005b)) is feasible.

### 7.2 ASW models

All considered models operated on binaural signals for the same source signals as used in the experiments. Binaural recordings were obtained with a head and torso simulator (HATS) that was placed at the listener's position. Two binaural models were used to predict ASW: a functional model developed in this study and a more complex auditory model as described in van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013).
7.2.1 Functional ASW model

Figure 7.1 shows a schematic diagram of the functional ASW model. The auditory processing is based on the auditory-front-end (AFE) developed by the TWO!EARS consortium (May et al., 2015; TWO!EARS, 2013-2016). It consists of various processing stages, including gammatone filtering (Hohmann, 2002), inner haircell transduction (IHC) and absolute threshold of hearing (ATH). The signals are processed in each monaural channel by a gammatone filterbank (Hohmann, 2002) to mimic the frequency selectivity of the basilar membrane. The 35 filters have a bandwidth of one equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) in the frequency range between 80 to 11891 Hz. In the next stage, the IHC transduction is simulated, i.e. the loss of phase locking to the stimulus' fine structure at high frequencies. The IHC processing is performed according to Bernstein et al. (1999), suggesting a cut-off frequency of 425 Hz and simulating basilar-membrane compression, as in the auditory model of localization perception by Faller and Merimaa (2004). In the following stage, frequency bands are selected for further processing according to their estimated level. The signals are calibrated to a RMS value corresponding to the 70 dB SPL of the experimental stimuli. Frequency bands with an output level below the ATH as defined in Terhardt (1979) are not considered further in the processing. From the two monaural (left and right) channels, the model extracts ITDs, ILDs and IC per time-frequency units for the ASW prediction. The signals in both channels are analyzed in short-time hanning windows of 20 ms duration, with an overlap of 50%, resulting in a time-frequency representation in each channel. The IC and ITD are extracted from the normalized interaural cross-correlation function per time-frame. The IC is equal to the maximal coherence (see Eq. 2.3) and the ITD corresponds to the timelag at this value. Timelags were limited to a range of ±1.1 ms. The ILDs were defined as the energy difference in dB between the two ear signals. The ASW estimation was based on the statistical distribution of the binaural cues. The width of this distribution was represented by percentiles and resembled the ASW. Hereby, the left- and right-most boundary of the sound source corresponded to the lower and upper percentile from the distribution’s median.
7.2 ASW models

7.2.2 Complex auditory-based ASW model

The complex model was developed by van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013) and is available in the Room Acoustic Analyzer (RAA) toolbox. It was designed for the analysis of room acoustical parameters including ASW, but also reverberance, clarity, and listener envelopment, with the aim to accurately reflect human perception. The model considers temporal and spectral masking effects, in contrast to the functional model, and is capable to follow dynamic changes in the sound pressure level by capturing non-linearities of the human auditory system. To simulate the binaural interaction, the complex model uses Breebaart’s equalization-cancellation (EC) approach with excitation-inhibition (EI)-type elements (Breebaart et al., 2001). Further, the model has the ability in its central processor to split the incoming sound into two streams, a direct stream, capturing source-related perception, and a reverberant stream that is associated with the perception of the acoustical environment. The ASW is estimated using the direct stream only. Figure 7.2 shows a schematic diagram of the model. The fourth-order gammatone filter bank consists of 41 frequency bands with center frequencies from 27 to 20577Hz. The IHC device applies a fifth-order lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 770 Hz after half-wave rectification of the signal. The ATH is considered in the model according to Terhardt (1979). In addition, the model comprises five adaptation loops (AL1-5) to simulate the non-linearities of the auditory system regarding temporal masking and intensity coding (Dau et al., 1996). The ALs act effectively as a logarithmic compressor with an input-output relation of approximately \( y \approx x^{1/32} \) for stationary signals. The ASW prediction, \( p_{RAA} \), is calculated in the central processor as a linear com-
bination of the standard deviation of ITDs, $\sigma_{\text{ITD}}$, in the frequency bands from 387 Hz to 1.84 kHz and the monaural output level, $L_{\text{LOW}}$, at the low-frequency bands from 168 to 387 Hz according to:

$$p_{\text{RAA}} = \alpha L_{\text{LOW}} + \log_{10}(1 + \beta \sigma_{\text{ITD}} 10^3),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)$$

with $\alpha = 2 \cdot 10^{-2}$ and $\beta = 5.63 \cdot 10^2$ being weighting factors that were obtained by a parameter optimization using a genetic algorithm. Since the model requires signals with a duration of at least 10 s, the binaural recordings were repeated and truncated accordingly.

![Diagram](image_url)

Figure 7.2: Simplified schematic diagram of the complex binaural ASW model. The front-end comprises a gammatone filterbank, inner haircell transduction (IHC) and an absolute threshold of hearing (ATH). In addition, five adaptation loops (ALs) allow for following dynamic changes in the input signal’s SPL. In the back-end the binaural interaction is simulated using the equalisation-cancellation (EC) principle. For further details, see van Dorp Schuitman et al. (2013).

### 7.2.3 Calibration of the models

A calibration stage was required to map the output of each model to ASW in degrees. Using a linear fitting approach, the calibrated model output was $y_{\text{cal}} = ay + b$, where $a$ is a sensitivity parameter, $b$ an offset and $y$ the uncalibrated model output.
7.3 Methods

7.3.1 Selected reference data of ASW perception

A successful ASW model should be generalizable across various conditions. Here, three experimental ASW studies were selected to evaluate the models’ performance. The data comprised conditions with source signals of varying frequency content, sound pressure level and duration, as well as data obtained when using hearing aids. Specifically, the data from the studies of Käsbach et al. (2014a) (see Ch. 4), Käsbach et al. (2016c) (see Ch. 6) and Grosse et al. (2015) (external dataset) were considered, in the following referred to as Exps. A, B and C, respectively. In these studies, distinct sensations of ASW were generated by using loudspeaker setups.

The ASW was measured as a function of the physical source width (PSW) which was controlled by two experiment-specific settings, the loudspeaker layout and the applied signal processing. In Exps. A and B, stereo loudspeaker setups were used, where the listeners perceived a phantom sound image in the center of the two loudspeakers due to summing localization. In the measurement procedure, the listeners indicated the perceived ASW on a degree scale, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. In Exp. B, the listeners indicated the left- and right-most boundary of the sound source separately, whereas in Exp. A the response was given symmetrically. In Exp. A, the stereo setup at an angle of ±30 degrees was used, as indicated by the red dashed rectangles in Figure 7.3. Five distinct PSW values, denoted by PSW #1 to PSW #5, were generated by varying the coherence between the two loudspeaker channels accordingly to $IC_{LS} = 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.3$ and 0. The source signal was either Gaussian white noise, bandpass (BP) filtered with a bandwidth of 2 octaves at a center frequency of 0.25 kHz, 1 kHz or 4 kHz, or highpass (HP) filtered at 8 kHz. The stimuli had a duration of 2 s and were presented at 70 dB SPL. Two additional SPL conditions were tested at 50 and 60 dB. For further details on this experiment, the reader is referred to Ch. 4. In Exp. B, the PSW was controlled by varying the angle between the stereo speakers. In addition, a source widening algorithm was applied as described in Zotter and Frank (2013). Specifically, a line-array of 3 stereo loudspeaker pairs and an additional loudspeaker in the center of the array were used, as indicated by the gray rectangles in Figure 7.3. In total, five distinct PSW values
were generated. The source signals were pink noise, male speech and a guitar sample. The stimuli had a duration of 6 s and were presented at 70 dB SPL. In addition, three hearing-aid (HA) conditions were tested: A reference condition without hearing aids ("undaided") and two "aided" conditions were considered where either linear HA processing (referred to as "lin HA") or wide-dynamic range compression (referred to as "WDRC HA") was applied. For further details on this experiment and the HA settings, the reader is referred to Ch. 6.

In contrast to Exps. A and B, Exp. C (Grosse et al., 2015) used a half-ring of 31 loudspeakers in front of the listener, ranging from −90° to +90° and separated by 5.625°. The PSW was controlled by the number of loudspeakers used for the playback. The listeners provided their ASW ratings in degrees, by matching a visual marker to their auditory perception. The visual feedback was given by LEDs that were installed on top of the loudspeaker ring and could be adjusted accordingly via a slider, as illustrated in Figure 7.4. The response of the left- and right-most boundary had to be given symmetrically. The number of loudspeakers allowed for the playback of 16 PSW values, denoted by PSW #1 to PSW #16 PSW, using decorrelated white noise. Four different frequency bands were used, including the conditions broadband (0.1 to 10 kHz), lowpass (LP) filtered (0.1 to 1 kHz), BP filtered (1 to 3 kHz) and HP filtered (3 to 10 kHz), presented with a duration of 2000 ms at 65 dB SPL. In addition, shorter signal durations of 50, 150 and 1000 ms were tested. For further details, the reader is referred to Grosse et al. (2015).

![Figure 7.3: Sketch of the experimental set-up for Exp. A and B. The loudspeaker pairs generate a phantom source at 0 degree. Listeners were asked to indicate the ASW in degree, for both boundaries of the source image. For further details, see Ch. 4 (Käsbach et al., 2014a) and Ch. 6 (Käsbach et al., 2016c).](image)

Figure 7.5 shows the measured ASW responses for Exp. A (left panel; 70 dB SPL), Exp. B (middle panel; undaided condition) and Exp. C (right panel, 2000 ms signal duration). Each panel shows the ASW ratings, in degrees, as a function of
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Figure 7.4: Sketch of the experimental set-up for Exp. C (taken from Grosse et al., 2015). The PSW was controlled via the number of loudspeakers that played back decorrelated noise signals. Listeners were asked to indicate the ASW in degree, for both boundaries of the source image via LEDs controlled with a slider. For further details, see Grosse et al. (2015).

PSW, averaged across listeners. The error bars represent the standard deviation across listeners. It can be seen that the ASW increases with increasing PSW for all three experiments. Experiment A (left panel) shows that the BP filtered signal at 0.25 kHz (blue circles) and the white noise signal (black squares) were perceived with larger ASW than the HP filtered signal at 8 kHz (green diamonds). The BP filtered source signals at 1 kHz and 4 kHz (not shown here) show a similar ASW as the white noise source (see Ch. 4).

Figure 7.5: Perceptual results of ASW for Exp. A (left panel; 70 dB SPL condition), Exp. B (middle panel, unaided condition) and Exp. C (right panel; condition with 2000 ms signal duration). ASW is shown in degree as a function of the physical source width (PSW). Plotted are the mean and standard deviation. The different symbols and line styles represent the different source signals.

In Exp. B (7.5, middle panel), it can be seen that the ASW increases with PSW in a similar manner as in Exp. A (left panel). Small differences are noticeable between the source signals with the noise source having a larger assigned ASW than the speech and guitar signals. In Exp. C (7.5, right panel), the ASW increases with PSW also for larger PSW values. However, the ASW ratings are underestimated at large PSW values. For instance, at PSW #16, corresponding to loudspeakers at ±90°, the ASW was only ±70°. The source signals confirm the observed trend in Exp. A, i.e. low frequencies (blue circles) and the broad
band signal (black squares) show a larger ASW than high frequencies (green diamonds). The BP filtered source between 1 to 3 kHz (not shown here) produces a similar ASW as the HP filtered source (see Grosse et al., 2015).

Figure 7.6 shows the data for the sound pressure level (Exp. A; left panel), the hearing aid (Exp. B; middle panel) and the signal duration conditions (Exp. C; right panel). The left panel displays the ASW ratings as a function of the SPL in Exp. A in the case of the white noise source. With increasing SPL also the ASW increases. The middle panel shows the HA conditions of Exp. B in the case of the noise source. The ASW is smaller in the aided conditions compared to the unaided condition, whereas no differences were found between the two programs, [lin HA] and [WDRC HA]. The right panel displays the results obtained for the four different signal durations in Exp. C in the case of the HP filtered source (Grosse et al., 2015). For a very short signal duration of 50 ms, the ASW is smaller than for longer signal durations, indicating a build-up effect of ASW over time. This effect seems to saturate though for signal durations of about 250 ms (Grosse et al., 2015).

Figure 7.6: Perceptual results (further experimental conditions) of ASW for Exp. A (left panel; white noise source signal), Exp. B (middle panel; noise source signal) and Exp. C (right panel; HP filtered source signal). ASW is shown in degree as a function of the physical source width (PSW). Plotted are the mean and standard deviation. The different symbols and colors represent the different experimental conditions.

7.3.2 Back-end settings of the functional ASW model

The functional model was tested with different back-ends. The first back-end, termed DUPLEX, combined the percentiles of the ITDs and ILDs according to the duplex theory (Macpherson, 2002) which was motivated by Blauert and Lindemann (1986b) and Mason et al. (2005b). The combination of both binaural cues required the normalization of each cue. ITDs were normalized with 1.1 ms and ILDs with 12 dB SPL, which corresponded to the observed maxima, respec-
tively, in the percentiles across stimuli. According to the duplex theory, ITDs contribute up to 1.5 kHz and ILDs contribute above this frequency value. The final prediction of the left and right boundaries was then obtained by calculating the mean value across all frequency channels of the lower and upper percentile, respectively. In a second back-end, termed ITD_{low}, only the ITD-percentiles were analyzed with an upper frequency limit of 1.93 kHz comparable to the implementation in van Dorp Schuitman et al., 2013. The third back-end used the IC for the ASW prediction, termed IC_{E3}, resembling a short-term analysis of the IACC_{E3}. In total, 16 gammatone filters of the front-end were selected corresponding to the frequency range between 0.35 to 2.83 kHz, defined by the octave-wide filters in IACC_{E3} at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz. The frame-based values of IC were averaged with equal weights across all frames and frequency channels. The IACC_{E3} according to Okano et al. (1998), served as a reference.

### 7.3.3 Evaluation of the ASW models

For the calibration of all models, two data points were used, PSW #1 and PSW #5 of the white noise stimulus in Exp. A. (see Section 7.3.1). The overall performance of the models was assessed across all experimental conditions, comprising all source signals in Exp. A at 70 dB SPL, all source signals and HA conditions in Exp. B and all source signals and signal durations (excluding 50 ms duration) in Exp. C. The individual model performance was accessed by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficient \( r^2 \) (and \( r \)) and the RMS error between the left and right boundaries of the calibrated model outputs and the experimental data. The presented ASW models, IACC_{E3}, IC_{E3}, ITD_{low}, DUPLEX and p_{RAA} were also compared in a statistical analysis considering Exp. A and Exp. B together. A 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using the model type, PSW and source signal as factors. In contrast to the correlation coefficient \( r^2 \), this allowed for a more detailed model analysis across both factors PSW and source signal. The evaluation was based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (using 13 degrees of freedom, dof = 13) which is a relative criterion, whereby a lower AIC indicates a better model performance.
7.4 Results and discussion

7.4.1 Effect of percentiles in the functional ASW model

Figure 7.7 shows the estimated percentiles per frequency channel for ITDs (upper panels) and ILDs (bottom panels) estimated in the functional ASW model in the case of the noise source in Exp. B. The percentiles increase from PSW #1 (narrow distribution in gray) to PSW #5 (wide distribution in red), especially for the ITDs (upper panels). The left panels show an example of the percentiles [30 70]% (left and right pointing triangles, respectively). Considering the percentiles that are further away from the median, here illustrated for percentiles [10 90]% (squares and circles, respectively), it can be seen that the values of the ITDs (upper right panel) and ILDs (lower right panel) increase, but their dynamic range, i.e. the difference between PSW #1 and PSW #5, is similar. For the following analysis, the [30 70]% percentiles were chosen to obtain a higher outlier rejection.

Figure 7.7: ITD-percentiles (upper panels) and ILD-percentiles (bottom panels) as a function of frequency in case of the pink noise source in Exp. B. Shown are the [30 70]% percentiles (left and right pointing triangles, respectively) and the [10 90]% percentiles (squares and circles, respectively) for PSW #1 (gray) and PSW #5 (red).
### 7.4.2 Overall pattern of results

Table 7.1: Model performances in terms of correlation coefficient $r^2$, $r$, RMS error and the Akaike information criterion (AIC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>RMS error [$^\circ$]</th>
<th>AIC (dof = 13; only Exps. A + B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IACC$\text{E}_3$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I$\text{C}_3$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITD$\text{low}$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUPLEX</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{\text{RAA}}$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACC$\text{broad}$</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I$\text{C}_{\text{broad}}$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITD$\text{broad}$</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUPLEX$\text{short}$</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILD</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance indicators of the models are displayed in Table 7.1 for the reference model IACC$\text{E}_3$, the functional models, I$\text{C}_3$, ITD$\text{low}$ and DUPLEX and the complex model, $p_{\text{RAA}}$ (all highlighted in gray). In general, all three types of the functional model and IACC$\text{E}_3$ provided a high correlation with the perceptual data, ranging from $r^2 = 0.88$ to $r^2 = 0.97$. This is due to the fact that PSW is the dominating factor compared to the source stimulus which is captured correctly by all models. The IACC$\text{E}_3$ model and the ITD$\text{low}$ model achieve the highest correlation with $r^2 = 0.94$ ($r = 0.97$), which corresponds to the findings regarding IACC$\text{E}_3$ in Zotter and Frank (2013). The ITD$\text{low}$ model reveals, however, a slightly larger RMS error of 9.4° compared to 8.7° for the IACC$\text{E}_3$ model. Since both, IACC$\text{E}_3$ and the ITD$\text{low}$ model, are derived from the IACC, their similar performance is plausible. The DUPLEX model has a slightly lower correlation ($r^2 = 0.93$) than the ITD$\text{low}$ model. Therefore, adding ILDs in the analysis does not provide a further benefit. Considering the model denoted by I$\text{C}_3$, the performance decreased to $r^2 = 0.88$. This suggests that a short-term analysis of the IC (including the IHC and ATH model stages) and a higher frequency resolution (16 gammatone filters as opposed to 3 octave-wide filters in the IACC$\text{E}_3$) are not required to account for the perceptual data. Compared to the functional models, the complex model, $p_{\text{RAA}}$, achieved a lower correlation of $r^2 = 0.71$. This might indicate that the additional stages in this model are not required for the ASW analysis. Alternatively, the two components in Eq. 7.1, the monaural loudness ($L_{\text{LOW}}$) and the ITD statistics ($\sigma_{\text{ITD}}$), could be underestimated by the
model.
The results from the statistical analysis of the presented models, considering the AIC, is also listed in Table 7.1. The IC₃ model performed best (AIC = 128), the ITDlow and the DUPLEX provided similar performance (AIC = 142 and 143, respectively), the IACC₃ (AIC = 159) model performed less well and the pRAA model provided the lowest performance (AIC = 195). In the post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction (correction factor of 10), only a significant difference could be found for the pRAA compared to the other models (p_{posthoc} = 0.01) that did not reveal significant differences (p_{posthoc} = 1) to each other.
The individual model outputs regarding the different test conditions are presented in the following. An analysis of some modified model versions (highlighted with white background in the Table 7.1) will be presented further below (section 7.5).

7.4.3 Influence of the source signal

Figure 7.8 shows the outputs of the models IACC₃, IC₃, ITDlow, DUPLEX and pRAA for Exp. A (left panels), Exp. B (middle panels) and Exp. C (right panels). Note that the IACC₃ and IC₃ models are inversely proportional to ASW and therefore shown as $1 - \text{IACC}_3$ and $1 - \text{IC}_3$, respectively. The IACC₃, IC₃ and the pRAA model produce a single output value and are therefore shown as symmetric functions. The ASW data (first row) are replotted from Fig. 7.5 but without standard deviations to facilitate comparisons to the model results. It can be seen that all models are able to predict the general trends in the data, i.e. that the perceived ASW increases with PSW. Differences occur with respect to the slopes of the predicted boundaries of the ASW and between source signals in all three experiments. The IACC₃ (second row) correctly captures the dynamic range of the ASW data in Exps. A and B, i.e. the difference between the smallest and the largest ASW. This results in the high model performance ($r^2 = 0.94$). However, the model prediction does not account for all observed perceptual effects. For example, in contrast to the data in Exp. C, the model saturates for PSW values larger than PSW #10 (corresponding to $\pm 56.25^\circ$). Further, this model only reveals minor differences between the source signals. In comparison to the IACC₃, the IC₃ predictor (third row) shows a reduced sensitivity as a function of the PSW in all three experiments, i.e. a more shallow slope of the boundaries, which explains the reduced model performance. Also the IC₃ saturates for PSW
values larger than PSW #10 in Exp. C. The saturation of both models, the IACC\textsubscript{E3} and the IC\textsubscript{E3}, indicates that either other cues cause the further increase of ASW in the data or the considered back-end is not sensitive enough. In contrast to the IACC\textsubscript{E3}, the IC\textsubscript{E3} partially captures source signal differences in Exp. A, e.g. larger ASWs for low frequencies (0.25 kHz; blue circles) compared to high frequencies (8 kHz; green diamonds), but contradicts the data for the white noise source (black rectangles). This indicates that a short-term analysis of the IC allows the prediction for narrowband signals, as in the case of the 2 octave-wide BP filtered signal at 0.25 kHz, but not for broadband signals, as in the case of the white noise. This is further supported by the fact that no differences are captured for the source signals used in Exps. B and C which also comprise a wider bandwidth. The output of the ITD\textsubscript{low} model (fourth row) shows a dynamic range similar to that in the data for all three experiments. Specifically, in Exp. C this model does not show a saturation for larger PSW values, as opposed to the IACC\textsubscript{E3} and IC\textsubscript{E3} models. Thus, the ITDs might be the dominating cues for ASW at lateral source positions. However, the ITD\textsubscript{low} prediction is also more asymmetric, especially in the case of Exp. A and Exp. B, which results in the increased RMS error compared to the IACC\textsubscript{E3}. This is due to the fact that the boundaries are estimated separately by the corresponding percentiles, such that a potentially asymmetric HATS positioning becomes more crucial. Source signal differences are not captured by the ITD\textsubscript{low} model. The addition of ILDs in the DUPLEX model (fifth row) provides a similar output to the ITD\textsubscript{low} model. Therefore, there are no significant contributions of the ILDs to ASW as a function of the PSW and the source signal.

The output of the complex model, p\textsubscript{RAA} (bottom row), shows a smaller dynamic range in Exp. A and Exp. B than the data and the functional models, indicating a reduced sensitivity to PSW. For the HP filtered noise source in Exp. A, even a non-monotonic increase of ASW with PSW is seen. In Exp. C, the model reveals a larger sensitivity at low PSW values, but for larger PSW values it also provides a small increase of ASW with PSW. Thus, it does not resemble the output of the ITD\textsubscript{low} model in the three experiments, even though both models are based on an ITD analysis. In contrast to the ITD\textsubscript{low} model, the p\textsubscript{RAA} computes the standard deviation instead of the percentiles of the ITDs which provides a smaller dynamic range of ITD fluctuations. Further, the p\textsubscript{RAA} model comprises additional modelling stages, such as the segregation in a direct and a reverberant
Figure 7.8: Perceptual data (top row, replotted from Fig. 7.5 w/o std deviations) and modelling results of ASW for Exp. A (left panels), Exp. B (middle panels) and Exp. C (right panels) in degrees. From top to bottom: Perceptual data, 1-IACC_E3, 1-IC_E3, ITD_low, DUPLEX and p_RAA. ASW is shown as a function of the physical source width (PSW), denoted by PSW #1 (narrow) to #5 (wide; Exps. A and B) or #16 (wide, Exp. C). The different symbols and line styles represent the different source signals.
stream and non-linear components which might cause further discrepancies. However, the p_{RAA} model captures the frequency-dependency better than the functional models. At least in Exp. A and Exp. C, the high-frequency sources are assigned correctly with a lower ASW than the low-frequency and broadband sources.

### 7.4.4 Impact of the sound pressure level

The complex model, p_{RAA}, comprising non-linear components, was tested in terms of variations of the SPL in Exp. A. The functional models were not considered here since they do not contain level sensitive components. Figure 7.9 shows the output of the p_{RAA} model (left panel) together with the perceptual data (right panel; replotted from Fig. 7.6 w/o std deviation) for Exp. A for all levels in the case of the white noise source. The output of the model only slightly increases with the level. The nonlinear components of the model allow for the right trends in the ASW data, but with a decreased sensitivity. Thus, both PSW and the effect of level are underestimated by the model. This indicates that both components in Eq. 7.1, the ITD statistics, $\sigma_{ITD}$, and the monaural sound pressure level component, $L_{LOW}$, require a higher sensitivity factor to match the dynamic range of the ASW data.

![Figure 7.9: Output of the p_{RAA} model (left) and perceptual data (right; replotted from Fig. 7.6 w/o std deviation) for Exp. A in case of the white noise source for all SPLs. ASW is shown in degrees as a function of the physical source width (PSW). The different symbols and colors represent the different SPL conditions.](image)

7.4.5 Effects of hearing-aid processing on ASW

All models were further tested for the HA conditions in Exp. B. Figure 7.10 shows the outputs of the models \( IACC_{E3} \), \( IC_{E3} \), \( ITD_{low} \), DUPLEX, and \( p_{RAA} \) for the different HA conditions in Exp. B in the case of the noise source. The perceptual data (bottom right panel, replotted from Fig. 7.6 w/o std deviation) show a smaller ASW for the unaided compared to the two aided conditions, which cannot be captured by any of the models. Only the DUPLEX model differentiates between the unaided and aided conditions (besides some minor sensitivity in the \( ITD_{low} \) model) as represented by a shift of both estimation boundaries to the right. This results in a correct prediction for the left but not the right boundary.
Even though the prediction of the DUPLEX model is not fully correct, the results indicate that the ILDs become important in the analysis of ASW perception in aided conditions. This is in line with the findings presented in Ch. 6.

### 7.4.6 Impact of the signal duration

The various signal durations in Exp. C were used to test the performance of the functional models especially for short durational signals. These models do not have a dedicated building block to analyze the signal duration with an appropriate integration time constant.

![Graph showing perceptual data (bottom) and modelling results (remaining panels) of ASW for the duration conditions in Exp. C in the case of the HP filtered signal. From top left to bottom: 1−IACC<sub>E3</sub>, 1−IC<sub>E3</sub>, ITD<sub>low</sub>, DUPLEX and perceptual data. ASW is shown in degrees as a function of the physical source width (PSW), denoted by PSW #1 (narrow) to #16 (wide). The different symbols and colors represent the different signal durations.](image)

However, the ASW prediction is based on time averages which depend on the
signal duration. The $p_{\text{RAA}}$ model was excluded for this condition since it requires signals with a duration of at least 10 s. Figure 7.11 shows the results of the functional models and the reference model ($IACC_{E3}$) for the different signal durations in Exp. C in the case of the HP filtered source. The perceptual data (bottom panel, replotted from Fig. 7.6 w/o std deviation) show a smaller ASW for the 50-ms long signal compared to the other durations. This is only reflected by the $IACC_{E3}$ model. For the $\text{ITD}_{\text{low}}$ and DUPLEX models, the prediction is inaccurate in the case of the 50-ms long signal because only 4 data frames of 20 ms each are used in the analysis. Thus, an evaluation based on percentiles is not meaningful here. In contrast, the low number of analysis frames does not affect the $\text{IC}_{E3}$ model which, however, remains insensitive to the signal duration as opposed to the $IACC_{E3}$ model. This indicates that for an accurate ASW prediction of short signals (< 250 ms) based on the IC, the analysis window duration needs to match the signal duration.

7.5 General discussion

7.5.1 Broadband analysis in the functional model

In Table 7.1, the performances of the $IACC_{E3}$, $\text{IC}_{E3}$ and $\text{ITD}_{\text{low}}$ models are also shown for the case when including the entire bandwidth for the analysis (denoted with the subscript 'broad'). The corresponding performance was found to be decreased compared to their low frequency estimates, resulting in $r^2 = 0.84$ for the $IACC_{\text{broad}}$ (compared to $r^2 = 0.94$ for $IACC_{E3}$), $r^2 = 0.86$ for the $\text{IC}_{\text{broad}}$ (compared to $r^2 = 0.88$ for $\text{IC}_{E3}$) and $r^2 = 0.91$ for the $\text{ITD}_{\text{broad}}$ (compared to $r^2 = 0.94$ for $\text{ITD}_{\text{low}}$). These results suggest that high-frequency components in IACC-based measures do not provide useful information for ASW. It can be noted though that in the case of a broadband analysis, the short-term analysis of IC ($\text{IC}_{\text{broad}}$ with $r^2 = 0.86$) becomes favorable compared to its long-term analysis ($IACC_{\text{broad}}$ with $r^2 = 0.84$).
7.5 General discussion

7.5.2 The contribution of ILDs in the functional model

It was shown that including ILDs in the model predictions did not improve the overall model performance compared to the ITD\textsubscript{low} model (besides a sensitivity in the HA conditions). In Figure 7.7, an analysis of the [30-70]\% percentiles (marked by the opposite pointing triangles) for the ITDs (left panel) and ILDs (third panel) across frequency is presented for PSW #1 and PSW #5 in the case of the noise source in Exp. B. While the percentiles of the ITDs increase substantially (roughly by 400 ms) from PSW #1 to #5, the percentiles of the ILDs only increase by less than 1 dB for frequencies below 2 kHz and, thereby, exploit a small dynamic range of ILD fluctuations.

Despite the small dynamic range of ILDs, this information is sufficient for a pure ILD model resulting in a correlation of $r^2 = 0.73$ (see Table 7.1). The consideration of ILDs is interesting because ILD fluctuations alone can generate the perception of an increased ASW. Considering a dichotic headphone presentation, using a sinusoidal or broadband signal which is sinusoidally modulated in antiphase between the left and right channel will generate ILDs corresponding to the modulation frequency (binaural modulation). The ASW of the perceived internalized stationary sound image is increased when the ILDs exceed the threshold of binaural sluggishness around 80 Hz (Blauert, 1972; Thompson, 2009). Interestingly, a larger ASW can be perceived in this example, even though the ear signals are correlated (IC=1), which should elicit a compact source (small ASW), and no ITDs are present. This example highlights that ILDs should be considered in ASW models.

The analysis window duration and shape also play a role in the analysis of the ILDs. With a short analysis window, the resulting ILDs might be larger as compared to longer windows. The reason is that a shorter average time of the signal’s energy allows to capture instantaneous level differences between the ear signals. This might improve the dynamic range of the ILDs in the percentiles. This was tested for a 1 ms window duration with a 0.5 ms overlap for the ILD analysis while maintaining the 20 ms window and the 0.5 ms overlap for the ITD analysis. While for this approach (DUPLEX\textsubscript{short}), the dynamic range of ILDs was doubled to 2 dB, the correlation further decreased to $r^2 = 0.92$ compared to the original DUPLEX model with $r^2 = 0.93$ (see Table 7.1). Even though the contribution of ILDs to ASW cannot be supported in the current study with the considered stationary stimuli (even for the speech and music signals, the variations across
PSW were small), ILDs might become more relevant for the ASW estimation of sound sources in real rooms. At least in the HA conditions of Exp. B, the DUPLEX model revealed differences between the unaided and aided condition by including ILDs whereas the other models remained insensitive.

### 7.5.3 Perspectives

The suggested models should be further investigated in real rooms and in virtual sound environments (VSE) where the binaural statistics might be different from the one observed here for a stereo loudspeaker setup. Furthermore, the ASW model might be helpful in the evaluation and validation process of VSEs in auditory research. It could be investigated whether an acoustic scene in a real acoustical space generates the same ASW prediction as the same scene reproduced in a VSE. Such analysis should also consider the individual binaural cue statistics across frequency bands, as they might be helpful in identifying deviances of the reproduced from the real acoustic scene.

The model estimated ASW based on binaural cue statistics under the assumption that the time course of the binaural cues is irrelevant. Hence, time-sensitive effects, such as summing localization (delay < 1 ms) and the precedence effect (1 ms < delay < 80 ms) (Blauert and Braasch, 2005) as well as signal onsets (van Dorp Schuitman et al., 2013), were not considered. These effects could be taken into account by differentiating perceptual streams as it was realized in the complex non-linear model. Furthermore, David et al. (1959) showed that a mismatch between the localization cues ITDs and ILDs also causes a broadened sound image. It might be possible that an increased ASW in rooms is enhanced by reflections that lead to "antagonistic" binaural cues at the listeners ears. This effect could be considered by a model stage that compares ITDs and ILDs on a time frame basis. Finally, a blurred auditory image with increased ASW is perceived when the fluctuations of ITDs and ILDs are fast enough due to binaural sluggishness (Siveke et al., 2007; see Ch. 2 and 8). This threshold is only 3 Hz for ITDs (Blauert, 1997) and about 80 Hz for ILDs (Stellmack et al., 2005). A model could consider only contributing ITDs and ILDs, for example, by implementing a second filterbank that estimates the frequency of the fluctuations in each peripheral frequency channel.
7.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this study, three experiments were considered where the ASW was measured as a function of the PSW. The stimuli were analyzed by a binaural functional model and a complex model to predict ASW. The functional model was tested with different back-ends. One back-end combined ITDs and ILDs according to the duplex theory (DUPLEX) and was compared to the back-ends IC$_E^3$, and ITD$_{low}$. The IACC$_E^3$ model that represents a standard predictor for ASW perception in room acoustics dealt as a reference model. The models based on the interaural cross-correlation function (either extracting IC or ITD) produced similar results for the estimation of ASW. The best performance was obtained by the IACC$_E^3$ and ITD$_{low}$ models. Apparently, the signals were stationary enough such that a long-term analysis with the IACC$_E^3$ was sufficient. In contrast, the short-term performance with the IC$_E^3$ model showed a poorer performance. The best model performance was obtained when considering previously suggested frequency regions for the analysis with cross-correlation based models. For the IACC$_E^3$ and IC$_E^3$ models, this comprised averaging across three octave bands at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz and for the ITD$_{low}$ model, considering frequencies only below 2 kHz. Adding higher frequency components deteriorated the ASW estimation in all models. The DUPLEX model that also included ILDs could not provide any further benefit in the ASW estimation, possibly due to the stationary character of the chosen stimuli. A complex non-linear model showed a poorer performance than the ITD$_{low}$ model, reflected by a reduced sensitivity to changes in PSW. Apart from a linear combination of low-frequency ITDs and monaural signal power, the model also used a segregation stage to focus on the direct sound, which could be the reason for the poorer performance. However, the model could account for frequency-dependent effects and moderate sound pressure level effects observed in the data. The non-linear processing as applied in the complex model, could be further investigated within the framework of the here suggested functional model by replacing the gammtone filterbank with the dual-resonance non-linear (DRNL) filter bank as implemented in Jepsen et al. (2008).
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Overall discussion

8.1 Summary of main results

In this thesis, measurements were conducted in stereo loudspeaker arrangements to characterize ASW perception. The presented ASW measurements with stereo loudspeaker setups confirmed the findings from the literature that were based on headphone experiments and data obtained in concert halls. Therefore, some of the "gaps" in ASW perception between headphone-based, loudspeaker-based and room acoustical studies have been closed. It was found that ASW increases with decreasing the stimulus IC for broadband and bandpass filtered Gaussian noise signals consistent with related findings in the literature. The main difference of stereo loudspeaker presentations compared to headphone presentations is the presence of cross-talk and head- and torso reflections from the listener (neglecting room reflections). For a constant stimulus IC, it was shown that the cross-talk diminished the assigned ASW compared to a condition without cross-talk, independent of the stimulus center frequency (Ch. 3). In a next step, ASW measurements were performed where IC was measured at the listener’s ears. Absolute measurements of ASW on a degree-scale made it possible to study frequency- and level-dependent effects (Ch. 4). For a constant stimulus IC at the listener’s ears, low frequencies were assigned with a larger ASW than high frequency stimuli. In addition, ASW and also the apparent source height (ASH; indicating a vertical expansion of the sound source) were proportional to the stimulus level, such that an increase in level led to an increase of both, ASW and ASH, i.e. the apparent source area. These findings are consistent with literature studies with headphones (direct control of the ear signals; Blauert and Lindemann, 1986a) and in concert halls (also considering room reflections; Okano et al., 1998). In Blauert et al. (1986c), it was shown that the frequency region around 1 kHz is particularly sensitive for the per-
ception of spaciousness. This was confirmed in the measurements where the ITD statistics, generated by a stereo listening setup, were artificially modified (Ch. 5). Also here, the ITDs of about 1 kHz contributed mostly to a change in ASW perception, whereas frequencies above 2 kHz did not contribute. It was further shown that the IACC$_{E3}$ predicted these changes best whereas the frequency-independent version, the IACC, remained insensitive to the applied ITD modifications. Since similar results were obtained for the different presentation methods (headphones, loudspeakers and in real rooms), it can be concluded that ASW perception seems consistent across the different presentation methods due to similar cues that elicit the perception.

In a follow-up study (Ch. 6), differences in ASW perception between NH and HI listeners were found. In contrast to the NH listeners, the HI listeners showed a clearly reduced dynamic range in ASW perception. Sounds that were assigned with a large ASW by the NH listeners were rated smaller by the HI listeners. In contrast, sounds that were assigned with a small ASW by the NH listeners were rated with a larger ASW by the HI listeners. Furthermore, the influence of a BTE-HA was tested on ASW perception using two programs, linear and WDRC processing. The listeners who could distinguish small from large ASWs in the unaided condition perceived a change in ASW by listening through the HA. The WDRC had generally no influence on the ASW perception but the HA’s microphone position caused, on average, a smaller ASW perception. This was due to the modification of the ILD cues compared to the unaided listening condition demonstrating the importance of maintaining the listener’s natural pinna cues for a natural spatial sound reproduction. The measurement setup, consisting of 3 stereo loudspeaker pairs, showed accurate measurement results with a low within-listener variability for the NH as well as the HI listeners. Such setup might be interesting for clinical studies of ASW perception since it requires a smaller amount of loudspeakers and also less space than a virtual sound environment.

In a functional binaural model of ASW perception, the contributions of the binaural cues, ITDs, ILDs and IC, were further investigated (Ch. 7). It was shown that cross-correlation based metrics, i.e. IC and ITDs, most successfully predicted the ASW data, whereby a long-term analysis using the IACC$_{E3}$ was sufficient. Frequencies up to 2 kHz were most important for the ASW analysis whereas including higher frequencies deteriorated the ASW prediction. This was in line with the findings in Ch. 5 where a broadband analysis of the IACC did
not successfully capture the perceptual differences, in contrast to the IACC\textsubscript{E3}. Including high-frequency ILDs in addition to low-frequency ITDs according to the duplex theory, could not provide a benefit in the prediction compared to solely using ITDs. However, the duplex model was the only sensitive approach that could discriminate unaided from aided conditions in the previous experiment (Ch. 6). This indicates that including ILDs in the prediction of spatial perception using personal hearing devices, such as HAs, can be important. In contrast, a complex nonlinear model showed a reduced correlation with the perceptual data compared to the functional model and the IACC\textsubscript{E3}. The model prediction was based on a linear combination of the monaural level and ITD fluctuations, but only showed a small dynamic range regarding the two components.

\subsection*{8.2 Interpretation of apparent source width perception and its relation to other spatial sensations}

ASW perception is elicited by fluctuations of ITDs and ILDs at the ears of the listener, including spectral modifications. The source of these fluctuations can be caused by modifications of the original signal due to a transmission line or by the source itself. The transmission line might be a room or appropriate signal processing in loudspeaker or headphone presentations. Large sound sources also elicit ASW. For example, a large ASW is perceived when a choir is singing unisonono, i.e. the same melody is sung by all members of the choir. Small synchronization and amplitude differences between the otherwise "coherent" signals of the singers lead to binaural cue fluctuations and, hence, to an increased ASW (the same principle is exploited in a chorus effect where the original signal is superimposed with copies of the original signal using several delay lines). Another example of a large sound source emitting coherent signals might be a string section in an orchestra or even a grand piano. In other cases of large sound sources, the emitted signals from the smaller composing units are not coherent due to noise-like sounds as, for example, a tree with rustling leaves, a waterfall or a motor-highway, all eliciting a large ASW. This highlights that ASW is elicited by binaural cue fluctuations irrespective of its source.
In this thesis, ASW perception was studied while other spatial cues were attempted to remain constant. However, in real-life listening scenarios, many perceptual effects happen simultaneously and might be correlated with each other. An important step would be to link ASW perception to related spatial hearing phenomena. Since ASW perception is based on the fluctuation of the important localization cues ITDs and ILDs, the impact of ASW on the perceived location of a sound source could be investigated. In a room, the enlargement of ASW (influenced by early reflections) might be accompanied by an increased distance perception (related to the direct-to-reverberant ratio). Also, ASW perception has been considered to be an important component of externalization perception (Hartmann and Wittenberg, 1996). It was reported that changes in externalization can also produce changes in ASW perception (Catic et al., 2013). Future studies could identify these correlations and link them to the related physical cues. This would provide further insights into the individual building blocks of spatial hearing, especially in the larger context of communication in a cocktail-party scenario. Further, it would help to improve the design of VSEs or signal processing strategies in hearing devices for HI listeners.

Localizability, localization blur and auditory spatial resolution are terms often used in the literature to describe uncertainties in human sound localization. Here, an attempt is made to link ASW perception to these attributes. Figure 8.1 shows a diagram on sound source localization (left side), discrimination (middle) and segregation (right side) and the potential impact of ASW perception on these three features.

![Diagram on localization, discrimination and segregation of sound sources](image)

*Figure 8.1: Scheme on localization, discrimination and segregation of sound sources. The apparent source width (ASW) might affect the spatial resolution and the listener's ability to segregate concurrent sound sources from each other.*
In auditory localization tasks, the listener is asked to estimate the location of a single sound source (left part of Fig. 8.1). The *localizability* of the sound source (Hartmann, 1983, Lindau et al., 2014) is determined by the localization *accuracy*, also known as *unsigned bias*, and the localization *precision* of the listener. While the localization accuracy refers to the difference between the listener’s (mean) estimation and the physical location of the sound source, the localization precision refers to the variance in the listener’s responses (Whitmer et al., 2014). The listener’s localization accuracy and precision decrease for lateral sound sources compared to frontal sound sources. This is due to increasing temporal ITD and ILD fluctuations for lateral sound sources caused by stronger head and torso reflections (Goupell and Hartmann, 2007).

The uncertainties in determining the location of a sound source, especially for lateral directions, might be caused by temporal limitations of the auditory system in following the fluctuations of the binaural cues. This effect is called *binaural sluggishness* (Siveke et al., 2007). The perception of ASW might as well be related to the binaural sluggishness of the auditory system. Room reflections, for instance, create binaural fluctuations which vary fast enough to be affected by the binaural sluggishness. Since early reflections arrive in the time window of the precedence effect (< 80 ms), the arriving reflections are perceptually bound to the direct sound (direct stream). Hence, the listener perceives a fused sound image which is stable in its location instead of perceiving multiple sound sources associated with each reflection. However, the sound source is not perceived as a point source. It is perceived as locally blurred with a spatial expansion in the horizontal dimension, which is the perception of ASW. Therefore, it makes sense to predict ASW perception in auditory models with the variability of the binaural cues using the standard deviation or percentiles (see Ch. 7).

In addition to determining the sound source location, the discrimination between sound source locations is important to consider (middle part of Fig. 8.1). The displacement that is needed to recognize a change of the sound source’s location is limited by the *spatial resolution* of the auditory system. Commonly, the spatial resolution is reflected by measurements of the minimal audible angle (MAA), also referred to as *localization blur* by Blauert (1997). The MAA is smallest for frontal sound sources and increases for lateral sources. Therefore, the limitations of the auditory system in discriminating the sound source’s location might as well be related to the increasing fluctuations of the binaural cues towards lateral sources. Therefore, both localizability and spatial resolution might
be limited by the same principles of binaural sluggishness. However, while the perception of ASW can be considered as a resulting effect of localization uncertainties, it remains unclear whether ASW might be considered as a cause for the limited spatial resolution. In such case, ASW measurements could reflect the limited spatial resolution.

The considerations so far have been limited to a single sound source. The situation becomes more complex when adding a second concurrent sound source (right part of Fig. 8.1). In a listening situation where one source is target speech and the second source is a masker, speech intelligibility improves when the two sources are spatially separated. This effect is known as spatial release from masking (SRM). Exploiting binaural mechanisms, the auditory system uses time glimpses across frequency bands to localize the sound sources which helps segregate them and hence makes the speech intelligible (e.g. Faller and Merimaa, 2004, Cooke, 2006). Also monaural cues might help as the ear with the better signal-to-noise ratio might provide a benefit (better-ear listening). The SRM is typically measured with the speech recognition threshold (SRT) for several target and masker configurations.

ASW perception might influence the segregation abilities of sound sources, i.e. the SRM: Large appearing sources might be more difficult to segregate than point-like sources. Culling et al. (2001) mentioned that a change of a sound source’s ASW might be a cue for listeners in listening tasks of binaural masking level differences (BMLD) or even in binaural intelligibility level differences (BILD). However, this has not been further explored yet and should be tested in future studies. ASW could represent an important spatial sensation in relation to sound source segregation.

### 8.3 Perspectives

#### 8.3.1 Effects of apparent source width perception on source segregation abilities

It was hypothesized in the previous section and throughout this thesis (Ch. 1, Ch. 2 and Ch. 6) that ASW perception might influence or reflect the ability of a listener to segregate sound sources in multi-talker environments. Sound
sources with a large ASW, as they occur in reverberant environments, might be more difficult to segregate than sound sources with small ASW, as occurring in acoustically dry environments. This might affect, e.g., the intelligibility of a target talker in a noisy environment. To test such hypothesis, SRTs could be measured in a spatial-release-from-masking experiment by varying the ASW of both target and masker. The experiment could be conducted in a VSE employing room simulations whereby the ASW of the sound sources could be controlled by using only the direct sound and varying the amount of early reflections. However, the energy of the early reflections should remain constant since it can contribute to an improvement of the SRTs (Arweiler and Buchholz, 2011). The late reverberation part should be excluded since it can elicit additional spatial sensations, such as reverberance and listeners envelopment, and can be detrimental on speech intelligibility (Arweiler and Buchholz, 2011). The obtained SRT data could be correlated with individual ASW measurements. In the case that ASW does affect sound source segregation, ASW measurements as presented in this thesis could aid the profiling process of individual HI listeners in clinical studies.

### 8.3.2 Further evaluation of the functional ASW model

In Chapter 7, a functional ASW model was suggested and validated with perceptual data primarily obtained in stereo-loudspeaker setups. The contribution of ILDs, combining ITDs and ILDs according to the duplex theory, could not be proven in such setup due to the small dynamic range of the ILD fluctuations. Therefore, the model should be also tested in real acoustical spaces or in simulated acoustical environments using VSEs. Both cases probably exploit a larger dynamic range in ILD fluctuations, such that the ILD analysis component in the model could be justified.

### 8.3.3 Evaluation of virtual sound environments

Virtual sound environments have recently become more extensively used for auditory research. However, the hearing research community seeks for robust measures that can quantify the reproduction quality of such systems. In Cu-
bick and Dau (2016) the performance of a VSE was perceptually evaluated by comparing speech intelligibility measurements in the simulated environment versus the real room. An objective comparison was carried out regarding room acoustic parameters, including e.g. the IACC coefficient. The functional ASW model developed in this thesis could provide further insights in the perceptual validation process. This includes investigations of the individual binaural cue statistics (e.g. in terms of histograms) and the sensitivity of listeners to differences in these statistics between real and simulated environments. The perceptual differences could be addressed by measurements of ASW perception, localization performance as well as distance and externalization perception.

8.3.4 Representation of apparent source width in the auditory system

The contribution of binaural cues on ASW were studied in this work by employing a binaural functional model. One could further investigate the auditory features involved in ASW perception using a synthesis approach. Specifically, the contribution of individual binaural cue statistics on ASW perception would be interesting to consider in this context. McDermott et al. (2011) developed a monaural framework to evaluate the contributions of individual statistics on the perception of sound textures, comprising sounds such as bee humming, waterfalls and fire cracking. Such framework could be extended to a binaural framework for the investigation of ASW perception. The synthesized sounds could be perceptually validated by comparing the sound source’s location and ASW of the synthesized and the original sounds. For the testing, binaural recordings of stationary sound sources, including sound textures, in anechoic and reverberant spaces would be suited.

8.3.5 Binaural cue coding and binaural cue synthesis

The artificial generation of spatial sensations like ASW in sound reproduction has been used for artistic and experimental purposes, using e.g. source widening algorithms (Zotter and Frank, 2013) as well as chorus effects. The underlying principle is based on the artificial generation of binaural cue fluctuations across the audible frequency range. For example, Pessentheiner (2011) and Zotter and
Frank (2013) used digital filters that modulate the phase or amplitude spectrum to produce the binaural differences. However, the resulting binaural cues do not resemble those of real acoustic spaces, leading to perceptual differences between the real and reproduced acoustic space. To obtain a natural spatial perception in sound reproduction, an attempt could be made to imitate binaural fluctuations of real spaces in a binaural cue synthesis (BCS). In Baumgarte and Faller (2003) and Faller and Baumgarte (2003), the concept of binaural cue coding (BCC) was introduced. The audio image was spatialized by imposing (encoded) binaural information on a monaural audio signal. A similar principle could be employed for a natural spatial reproduction in a binaural cue synthesis. One option could be to use adaptive filters that encode the binaural information from binaural room impulse response (BRIR) recordings. Another way to produce the desired binaural cues would be to adapt digital filter designs (Pessentheiner, 2011; Zotter and Frank, 2013) to be frequency-band specific. This includes the synthesis from binaural histograms with a known probability distribution. In general, a BCS algorithm would provide a powerful research tool that allows to systematically test the perceptual effect of ITD and ILD fluctuations on ASW but also on the externalization of sound sources. It might further help to compensate for the distorted spatial perception in HI listeners using hearing devices. Individual HI listeners might have different sensitivities regarding ITDs and ILDs, such that the algorithm could differentiate the enhancement of these cues adapted to the individual sensitivity.
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The end.
To be continued…
The perception of apparent source width (ASW) characterizes the expansion of sound sources in rooms due to room reflections. Another way of interpreting this perception is that it describes how focussed a listener perceives sound sources. This might have consequences on the listener’s ability to discriminate the conversation partner’s speech from other interfering background noises. This thesis presents fundamental measurements of ASW in respect to its contributing cues. Consequences for hearing-impaired listeners and the effect of hearing-aid processing on ASW are further investigated. Finally, a binaural model is presented to understand the underlying auditory processes in ASW perception. Besides the fundamental aspects, the results of this thesis might contribute to the design procedure and the evaluation of acoustical spaces, loudspeaker systems and personal hearing devices.